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Abstract Expressionism in Islamic Art
Džemil Bektović
Faculty of art and design, International Balkan University,
Skopje, N. Macedonia
e-mail: d.bektovic@ibu.edu.mk

Abstract
The aim of Islamic art is, above all, to articulate the Universal Truth. Naturally, it is not the Socratic kind of truth,
which advocates that art must speak the Truth and be truthful in the sense of mimesis which corresponds to the
objective reality in nature. It is rather a matter of Universal Truth which represents a subtle delineation of Divine
presence, art in pursuit of a „blossom“ that is „absent from all flower bouquets“ (Stephane Mallarme), a
mysterious object dissimilar from nature, which can be disclosed solely by means of art.
At the same time, and beyond doubt paradoxically, it is non-representable, non-figurative, nonetheless profoundly
expressive substitution for speech. And herein lies another pivotal feature of Islamic art which is contained in the
notion of „aniconism“. The purpose of such engagement is to capture the Beautiful Vision in cognizing God and
His attributes. On one hand, this enables visualization of the One by mental imagination, whereas on the other
hand the principle of Tawhid is being unequivocally confirmed, as a pivotal faith and action credo.
And now since we touched upon the fundamental notion of Islamic doctrine - Tawhid, it is crucial to perceive how
this Idea and Concept of faith and systematic postulate in everyday life of Muslims has recast, evolved, specified
and eventually materialized in the art domain. Due to the distinct premises, any earlier historical and artistic
heritage could not be employed, because there is a complete conceptual distinction in Islamic, western or any
other doctrine regarding the role of art. Therefore, in the very outset the Islamic art had been compelled to
develop its own authentic language for artistic articulation and its own discernible vocabulary and grammar.

Keywords: conceptual art, abstraction, expressionism, aesthetic of modernism
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1. The Features of Islamic Art
There are doctrines and definitions of Islamic art perceived through the prism of formal elements which
can be found in the essence of the art work, so that it is regularly being qualified within the domain of
the decorative, ornamental and schematized pattern as a final product of the artistic poetic in the work
of art. Such approach, principle and method in evaluating art eliminate in the very outset any intention
to discern the essence of Islamic art via the prism of methodological analysis of the idea per se, as well
as the derivatives which arise from it. The methodology in assessing the features and the quality of
Islamic art must indispensably be established on several levels and in polyvalent relations with other
scientific disciplines. Crucial prerequisites in discriminating the core premises of art which is evolving
within the setting of Islamic doctrinal world standpoint provide answers to the questions: what is the
rationale for artistic creation in Islamic art?, what does it „produce“ or „create“?, what is the motive and
the driving force in a Muslim artist?, which are the prerequisites and premises required in creating
Islamic visual discourse?, then which capabilities and resources are at its disposal in explicating the idea
per se regading Islamic art?
The aim of Islamic art is, above all, to articulate the Universal Truth. Naturally, it is not the Socratic kind
of truth, which advocates that art must speak the Truth and be truthful in the sense of mimesis which
corresponds to the objective reality in nature. 1 It is rather a matter of Universal Truth which represents
a subtle delineation of Divine presence, art in pursuit of a „blossom“ that is „absent from all flower
bouquets“ (Stephane Mallarme), a mysterious object dissimilar from nature, which can be disclosed
solely by means of art. It is worthwhile herein to digress by noting and emphasizing that the direction of
the western art had actually been pointed to a notion that truth is found in nature. On such bases, there
is a total opposite positioning of these concepts for the idea of art. In such milieu it is worth to underscore
that Islamic art plays a vital role in the very beginning since by symbolic presentations it pre-defines the
expressive capacity of the artistic articulation and visual communications.
At the same time, and beyond doubt paradoxically, it is non-representable, non-figurative, nonetheless
profoundly expressive substitution for speech. And herein lies another pivotal feature of Islamic art
which is contained in the notion of „aniconism“. Aniconism in the Islamic doctrine means elimination of
any prospect of idolatry, that is, any possible physical substitution for the notion of God, as the Supreme
Reality. God, as depicted in the Quran, and as such comprehensible for any individual, is a self-sufficient,
all-encompassing and absolute reality. 2
He is the first and the last, all-seeing, yet invisible. 3 Not a single vision can encompass Him, He is beyond
any cognition. 4 Furthermore, God is transcendental as well, because He is beyond the limitation of time,
Socrates’ understanding and methodology of art cognition which is based on mimesis or imitation of reality had certainly
been an inspiration for Plato to develop this theory. Plato asserts that the role of art and artistic presentation are disputable
since they do not provide truthful information about Nature and that art can ethically be both problematic and perilous in
societal circumstances.
2
Quran, ii,115; vi,62; xx,111; xxxi,30; xxxii,2; 1v,27; cxii,2.
3
Ibid, 1vii,3
4
Ibid, vi, 103
1
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space and sensory content. He had been present prior time, space and the sensory world. He is
immanent in souls (anfus) and in spacial-time order (afaq). 5 We can not cognize anything about the
exact nature of God, yet to be able to cognize that which is incomprehensible, He utilizes similarities
from our experiences. 6 Indeed, the description per se that God gives for himself is a signpost for the
other „participants“ on how to articulate the cognition of Universal Truth via various forms, and
particularly by the art domain and visual communications. Hence the artists mostly use metaphores and
attributions, signs and symbols which are not arbitrary. They are being given in the Quran text, such as:
„illumination is a niche in a wall where the light is“, „light is in the lantern, and the lantern is like a shiny
star...“. All these aim to genuinly represent God's essence. The entire original infrastructure on which
Islamic artistic models of interpretation are being based does not recognize any anthropomorphic or any
other type of figurative presentation. Thus, as a foundation in the theoretical starting point in Islamic
art, what is being eliminated is the already established concepts of the western type of mimetic
presentations, which are based on the principle of anthropomorphism and anthropometry.
The third feature of Islamic art recognizability is that, as a filigree masterpiece, it bypasses the rational.
Thus, with a purpose of revelation of the „profound truth“, Islamic art revives the symbolic notions of
„pure visual poetics“ by research of painters, designers and architects. Overall, it signifies that the formal
elements such as: color and form, are being presented „musically“, which in turn means independently
from their descriptive functions in creating „pure Vision“. In that manner a „complete art work“
(Gesamtkunstwerk) is being created, in which painting, graphics, sculpture, design, literature, poetry and
architecture are being combined and synthesized. In this regard, such doctrine of art „defines“ and
„presents“ the very essence of religion, since these „mythical images“, by symbolic values, and in the
best possible way, ideally represent and „unveil“ the profoundly concealed truths (in them). The
definition by Friedrich Nietzsche substantiates this kind of relation, namely, that „only the aesthetic
existential phenomena and this world are eternally justified“, a postulate which had earlier been
introduced and which derives from the prominent hadith saying: „Allah is beautiful and loves beauty“.
Accordingly, art has a colossal task to emanate and concretize this world's metaphysical activities. Such
established Islamic aesthetics has a distinct discourse, narration and finalization. As an instance, we can
refer to the word sparkle or light (nur), which is being used both as a synonym and a symbol for
something beautiful and beauty. God is beauty (nur) in heaven and on Earth, 7 and his Names (attributes)
are also the most beautiful (asma al-husna). 8 Furthermore, He creates all forms and gradually He evolves
them. 9 All that He created is harmonious and exquisite. 10 Look at the beauty of trees, fields and starry
skies. 11 He is the best giver of Divine color to man 12 who is created in the most beautiful shape 13 and

Sharif, M.M., History of Islamic Philosophy, vol.1, str. 160, 1988
Ibid, 160
7
Quran, xiv,35
8
Ibid, vii,180
9
Ibid, lix, 24
10
Ibid, xxxii,7
11
Ibid, xxxvii, 6
12
Ibid, ii, 138
13
Ibid, xcv,4
5
6
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who has the most exquisite face. 14 After these formulations, it is evident that Islamic art aesthetics is
currently and primarily engaged with another type of beauty which is far from the Eurocentric cognizance
of beauty deriving from ideal forms. This obsession with ideal forms begins in the Hellenic period, from
the time of the classical Greek art and lasts up to the moment when the contemporary concepts turn to
abstraction and to subjective presentation of reality. Contrary, the Islamic aesthetics, via art forms
appropriate to its aim, seeks sublime ideals of beauty which are entirely devoid of material or physical
nature. The purpose of such engagement is to capture the Beautiful Vision in cognizing God and His
attributes. On one hand, this enables visualization of the One by mental imagination, whereas on the
other hand the principle of Tawhid is being unequivocally confirmed, as a pivotal faith and action credo.

2. Development of an idea according to a work of art vs. development of a work of art
according to the Tawhid concept
And now since we touched upon the fundamental notion of Islamic doctrine - Tawhid, 15 it is crucial to perceive

how this Idea and Concept of faith and systematic postulate in everyday life of Muslims has recast,
evolved, specified and eventually materialized in the art domain. Due to the distinct premises, any earlier
historical and artistic heritage could not be employed, because there is a complete conceptual distinction
in Islamic, western or any other doctrine regarding the role of art. Therefore, in the very outset the
Islamic art had been compelled to develop its own authentic language for artistic articulation and its own
discernible vocabulary and grammar. Furthermore, it had to innovate and structure its own original
method by which it could bring its artistic content in correlation with the orthodoxy and thus create art
which would be distinctly and utterly „Islamic“ by vocation.
Robert Hillenbrand is partially accurate when he says that three features had been crucial in the
formative period of Islamic art: eclecticism, experiment and propaganda. However, if we observe the
inner development of the art idea per se, we could conclude that the methodological approaches are
the ones which are most precisely suitable. What it means is that in the very outset it was pertinent to
establish a model of creating an art work, which would not allow complete individualization and thus a
possibility to obliterate the aforementioned fundamental criteria of Islamic art. In the context of the
model of creating, the freedom for the artistic creation is limitless. Thus, in such circumstances, the major
methodological approaches in creating artistic practices in Islamic art are appropriation and eclecticism.
As a matter of fact, we hereby address the methods of artistic creativity which currently prevail and are
quite popular in the western modern and post-modern art. Indeed, I would not be surprised if Marcel
Duchamp, the father of post-modern appropriation, had in mind the value system and the methods of
Islamic art when he formulated the artistic practices in the conceptual and theoretical domain. We have

Ibid, xi, 64
The concept of Tawhid is predominantely translated as oneness or togetherness, belief in the One and the One and only
God, along with all its contemplative implications. According to some doctrines, Islamic art is a core projection in the visual
hierarchy of certain aspects or dimensions of the Divine Unity (Titus Burkhard).

14
15
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to emphasize herein that it is something that embellishes the Islamic artistic production from the very
beginning.
When the Islamic art was being developed on its formative level, it was actually in the Umayyads dynasty
period, when the main center of the Islamic state was being transferred from Medina to Damascus. In
that time, namely, in the 8th century, Damascus already had superb artistic opus, and it had been utilizing
these practices as the most appropriate in defining the visual forms by which Islam would be
distinguishable. It is a time period when in the field of architecture recognizable Islamic elements emerge
(minaret, concave mihrab, treasury, maqsurah), then wall painting (The Great Mosque of Damascus, The
Dome of the Rock), and the applied arts (ceramics, numismatics, textiles, glass, metal products). This is
a crucial period when clear outlines and contours of Islamic art and architecture are being shaped and
when the old world of both Mediterranean and the Middle East is being fully redesigned. In this century,
the fundamental principles of Islamic sacral art and architecture have been constituted. The architectural
vocabulary has adopted words such as: pillars, capitals, broken arches, domes, support beams and
volutes. In addition, profane architecture evolves quite firmly and along with it a whole set of decorative
techniques and motives as well. The early established Islamic patterns or, more broadly observed, the
overall Islamic doctrine by way of the above mentioned methods grinds, reworks, adopts, remodels,
mercilessly selects and rejects the previous artistic experiences that could have been utilized or
appropriated in order to please the soaring appetites of the forthcoming Islamic empire. It is obvious
from the elaboration that the focus of the Islamic artist, designer or architect is not to copy or accept
from the old civilizations which were declining, particularly not in the conceptual sense. Quite the
contrary! In that domain the Islamic art has been exceptionally cautious and rigorous, so that elements
which defy the determined postulates would not be adopted. Primarily, this refers to the motive,
purpose, idea and spirit of art which in the pre-Islamic period had dissimilar provenance and connotation,
and was not in harmony with the proclaimed principles of Islam. 16 Only particular elements from artistic
expressions which fit the final definition for the finest artistic articulation could be incorporated by
eclecticism 17 in a new artistic creation of Islamic art.
Let me add another aspect regarding a work of art and its development, which is of paramount
significance from the standpoint of cognizing Islamic art. In the European tradition, a work of art is
related to the mimetic concept of Nature, with powerfully emphasized individual elements. There are
some other additions herein, such as: the spirit of time, cultural traditions, sociological aspects of art,
etc. Yet, the major feature of such type of western art is utter individualization, wherein the artist is the
center of the world. Such ingenious individual has been celebrated in the western art due to the lucid
presentation of Nature – an idea extending from genuine description of Nature to presenting the inner
state of a human psyche and the emotional entities of spirit as well. In the Islamic religious-cultural
model, art is being established on the premises that the principal idea is to present the Supreme Reality,
(which is something utterly different and is related to the essence of Nature). Due to such conception,
the basic substance of art is altered, so that in the very essence of Islamic art, Nature, Supreme Reality,
Essence, Creation are not imitated, but interpreted (Emile Blemont), and to attain that, one should
16
17

Bektovic, Dz., Modern and post-modern discourses of Islamic art, Islamic thought, vol. 7, p. 86, 2013,
(grč. eklektikos – selective)
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„abandon the realistic and enter the domain of sheer idealism“ (Jules-Antoine Castagnary), that is, the
domain of the contemplative and the subjective. Hence, art operates as a rapid exchange of subject and
object and in doing so an identity spark occurs. Herein, there is always a fine line that the artist must
cautioushly proceed, so that the flow of the art work is directed towards attaining visual Cognizance,
which represents a certain phase, avant-garde, initial period, clue and proclamation of Conscious
Knowledge of the Divine Being.
Ultimately, the Conscious Knowledge of the Divine Being is a foundation in the „tawhid“ concept in
Islam. In such relations and framework, which develop this „tawhid“ cocept, art is required to use
suitable tools and instruments for the artistic practices, symbols and discourses in presenting and
conveying the Supreme Reality: the phenomenon of manifestation (linear displays, two-dimensionality),
concepts (tawhid), mental images: numerous visions of heaven (džennet), language formulations (Quran
inscriptions, calligraphic records), then logical and mathematical patterns in visual forms (arabesque,
muqarnas). In this case, autonomous artistic expression is limited: there is no individual history of art,
nor development of artistic styles based on individual works of art (see Chart 1 below). Islamic art has
since its beginning to date, its own permanent artistic narrative which has been multiplied in numerous
variants and which is based on images, semiotic discourse and visual forms. That actually implies that all
elements serve to identify the pivotal idea: since an image is a sign per se, a sign that is in continuous
interpretational circulation with other signs, and where all of them float in the „kingdom of signs” 18 or
the signs which orbit in the “endless semiotic chaining” 19 and which ultimately contain the elements of
the Idea.
Additionally, in the succeeding phase of attaining the Idea in a visual context, it is essential to ask how
to structure the approaches of the signifying wholes of an image as a visual multilayer paradigm in
circumstances of non-existent, non-established codified meta-language (descriptions, canons, rules for
expressing). Islamic art doctrine uses the “image” entirely inventively, with adequate and exceedingly
effective manner, using signs, symbols, ornaments and codes. The intention is, undoubtedly, to primarily
articulate the concealed meanings which the Text contains. And then those concealed meanings required
recognizable visualization. For instance: sign (Elif. Lam, Mim); symbol (hexagon, rosette, sandstone,
muqarnas); ornament (herbal, geometrical, calligraphic); code (anagrams which are used at the entrance
of a mosque’s interior). Such extensive comprehension of art, especially images and painting in
combination with a text and words where the text converts into an image, can be found in the western
culture as late as in the post-modern period when the major motto is: “Art is everything; everything is
art”.
In such circumstances and contexts, an analog type of Aesthetics must have been created, this time
Islamic aesthetics, which indeed is far from the western comprehension of the Beautiful. The Ideas of
the Beautiful and Beauty within the European provenance are primarily correlated to Figurative art,
foremost to the human figure. The Greek philosophers evolved the idea that for mainstream art, the
human body is the ideal beauty. Afterwards, this consequently leads toward realism and forms which
originate from nature. On the other hand, Islamic art establishes its patterns for Beauty on a belief that
18
19

Barthes, R., Elements of Semiology, New York, 1968
Eco, U., Semiotica e filosofia dell languaggio, Torino, 1984
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an ideal of Beauty is God, and that he has metaphysical features, so that he cannot be represented with
elements from nature or by mimetic figuration. That is why all forms should be reduced to a point of
non-recognition, via geometrization, stylization, and eventually create an abstract form which would
emanate multiple meanings. All these meanings serve the glorification of Tawhid – the fundamental
platform for all types of artistic expressions.

Chart 1
Review of the development of art idea within the framework of Islamic and western art

Islamic art

Western art – premodernism (until 20th century)

Aim of art: God
Idea : Tawhid
Method of creation:
eclecticism and appropriation
Topics: source of inspiration – esoteric
meanings contained in the Text
a) Abstract presentations (arabesque,
geometrical patterns)
b) Symbolic presentations (muqarnas,
sandstone, rosette)
c) Expressive presentations (color)
Area: Abstraction
Islamic art

Aim of art: Nature
Idea: Mimesis
Method of creation:
iconographic method based on techne
Topics: a) sublime ideal beauty in Nature
b) Imitations of Nature or
presentations: figuration, objects

realistic

Area: Realism
Western art – modernism (20th century)

Aim of art: God

Aim of art: inner state of human's consciousness,
psychologization, automatism, unconventionality.
Idea : Tawhid
Idea: Avant-garde
Method of creation:
Method of creation:
eclecticism and appropriation
experimental method which is based on research
of materials and mediums
Topics: source of inspiration – esoteric Topics: subjective perceptions of Nature and
meanings contained in the Text
human's life
a) Abstract presentations (arabesque,
Abstract presentations, stylized forms, „art
geometrical patterns)
b) Symbolic presentations (muqarnas, informel“, expressionism
sandstone, rosette)
c) Expressive presentations (color)
Area: Abstraction
Area: Abstraction
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What is the impetus for a Poster as art form in
context of thematic biennale and design
manifestations?
Laze Tripkov
Faculty of art and design, International Balkan University,
Skopje, N. Macedonia
e-mail: lazetripkov@gmail.com

Abstract
Poster is an artifact. It can be used to present messages visually, to spread ideas, values, information, as a foreteller
for certain happenings or as a commercial medium. The success of the poster depends on the artistic usage and
values who can overcome the geographical, cultural, ethnical and time differences. Poster is most effective
medium for sending messages.
The poster must go through the filter of personal experience and inner conviction, and certainly to educate the
viewer aesthetically and visually. Posters communicate by themselves, because the poster is a living art, it does
not require special space and appropriate ambience for its articulation. From this point of view, the poster art
provides us with a confident feeling and leads us sincerely in the world of visual expression, which imposes very
serious thoughts connecting the past and the present.
Under the tremendous impact of the globalization, some cultures are already being shaped or became part of
something new, something newly applied or imposed style, losing a personal national and cultural identity under
the influence of global tendencies.

Keywords: poster, graphic design, public manifestations
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1. Intro
“Excellent poster enters through the eye, explodes in the brain”
A.M. Cassandre

The poster is the basic art form of graphic design and it is the widely spread medium that makes a direct relation
to the individual. Design is social by its nature. It is a powerful solving problem tool.
Also, Poster is an artifact. It can be used to present messages visually, to spread ideas, values, information, as a
foreteller for certain happenings or as a commercial medium. The success of the poster depends on the artistic
usage and values who can overcome the geographical, cultural, ethnical and time differences. Poster is most
effective medium for sending messages. Historically it has proven its power, following different eras, leaving
artifacts that we know of today. People, communities and cultures use symbols to make collective meaning. To
communicate certain issues, desires and aversions, practices and taboos. Graphic designers are those who solve
visual communication problems. They interpret ideas and represent them with images and words. Thinking about
and creating meaning with images, type and symbols is the essential. The ability to put a persuasive or
informational perspective on an idea is very important.
By adding design approaches can help us to open up possibilities, bring different ideas and new frameworks to our
understanding of issues. It can help us utilize methodologies that cannot only identify old/new problems but
understand and reframe what we see as the ‘problems’.
It has been over 20 years since I step at the doors of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. I spend 5 years there,
studying, developing my skills, learned from the masters of polish poster, and had the greatest chance to
“consume” the “Polish Poster school”. It was mind blowing experience to personally meet and learn from
Wasilewski, Majewski, Swierzy and to discuss with Tomaszewski…
So, after I got back to Macedonia, I noticed that design here doesn’t functions as it should. So, few years later, in
2007 I have established Plakart – Association of Graphic Designers in Skopje, Macedonia. Within its 13 years of
existence has been working with strong dedication to improve the values of the culture and to promote new
approach to culture in South Eastern Europe. The ultimate goal of Plakart is through the use of attractive and
creative media, especially the poster as a carrier tool that combines art and design, to transform social problems
and taboos into open topics. To dominate public spaces and museums, as well as to stimulate debates and
discussions. The most successful product of Plakart is the International Student Poster Competition (ISPC) which
became most respected and most recognizable worldwide student event. Promotion of the students is a highest
goal of Plakart, as it is widely recognized that the artistic approach offers greater potential than the political when
delivering a specific message.
“As a medium for social change, posters record our struggles for peace, social justice, environmental defense, and
liberation from oppression. From the confrontational and political, to the promotional, persuasive and
educational, the poster in all its forms has persisted as a vehicle for the public dissemination of ideas, information
and opinion. Posters are dissent, posters are visible, and they communicate, advocate, instruct, celebrate and
warn, while jarring us to action with their bold messages and striking iconography. Without a doubt, "the
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poster" remains the most resonant, intrinsic and enduring item in the arsenal of a contemporary graphic
designer.” 1
What I love about a poster and what defines a poster for me, is the way it is conceptually related to a motivating
force. The temporal and physical fixation are the integral parts of the visual language of the poster, pillars that
help prevent it from interfering with the either of art. Finally, the tension between these pillars and the agility of
the designer's artistic ambition produces a powerful, superior poster. I believe poster and design plays a key role
in the development of more civically engaged communities, and we need to understand its true impact. Design
can help build communities that are stronger, healthier and more sustainable in the long run.
The poster must go through the filter of personal experience and inner conviction, and certainly to educate the
viewer aesthetically and visually. Posters communicate by themselves, because the poster is a living art, it does
not require special space and appropriate ambience for its articulation. From this point of view, the poster art
provides us with a confident feeling and leads us sincerely in the world of visual expression, which imposes very
serious thoughts connecting the past and the present.
And above all, the most important thing about design is: It’s not about finding your path...it’s about creating your
path!
2. From drawing to creative graphics
“Design creates culture.
Culture shapes values.
Values determine the future.”

If we completely relay on the theory and history sources, we will find a lot of resources that relate drawing and
graphic design as two disciplines with having a lot in common as an art form. Actually, from the professional point
of view you can not divide them just like that, because graphic design is dependable on the drawing… How to
design if you do not draw? How to sketch the idea without drawing it first?! Well for some one, this could impose
an issue, and especially for the young generations, because they do not appreciate the manual drawing. As fast
forward learners of the computer technology, especially software, todays youth believe in instant solutions. On
the other hand, there are examples in design, where the author is excluded form the process of drawing/designing
when computer takes the leading role, 2 but that is a different topic. The meaning of the graphic design Is creating
symbols by lines (derived from the Greek graphikos, meaning “drawn” or “written”), or to justify as an
undependable art construction.
Having on mind the 4 elements in design: line, color, form and texture, drawing is the one that merges all of them
in an ideal interaction. It is the most important thing in creative process growth. Drawing helps to model an idea,
sculptures it, shapes it, giving it a breath... Drawing helps to define the visual object precisely, outlining a logo,
poster, web or image. It also helps to develop more visual articulation skills of the consciousness in the design

1

Elizabeth Resnick's curator statement about her excellent collection, Graphic Advocacy: International Posters for the Digital Age 2001-2012

2

Peter Saville, Joy Division cover
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process itself. Every work that is born as an idea in our mind, undergoes certain transformations and changes until
it reaches a sufficient level to be completed. The very process of creating the work, being in the hands of the artist
or designer, above all highlights the characteristics of the author, his perseverance, the idea, the execution and of
course the most important thing that unfortunately today lacks in art, is the emotion. The emotion is the final
touch. It drives the timelessness, pushes the borders and reaches the imortality.
Black and white is the purest contrast, the strongest dark, the brigthess light, the timeless duo. Black and white
are two most emotional and visual intertwine in nature. Strong opposites, facing each other, standing side by side
and together constructing visual metaphors. Depending on the culture, black is usually seen as dark, and white is
a color of purity or opposite.
But on the other hand, if we look on this prolematics from historical point of view, or from the critical view, then
we sure can agree that the artworks (no matter if drawing, graphics) are historical documents that reflect the life
and social change. Artists are like prophets of world development and have the ability to anticipate political or
social revolutions. It helps artist and designers to sharpen their skills. Design can help to differentiate change,
government strategies policies and civil society development, design can save costs, achieve greater efficiency,
create lasting brands and present values in an impactful way. Design also balances environmental and social
outcomes. The role of design as a transformative force in society, capable of providing changes is widely
recognized. It is time to embrace design as an integral part of the public, civil, social and business ecosystem.
The real essence of a graphic design and poster especially, rather than an artwork is the invisible but tangible
contract between a designer, the client and the audience, target group viewing public who engages with it. Alice
Twemlow, design critic, in her essay “When Did Posters Become Such Wallflowers?” published in “Design Observer”
in 2007, has stated: “What is properly called a poster implies a certain context of production and distribution which
excludes work, like the pseudo-posters of Warhol, produced directly for the fine arts market. The space within
which the genuine poster is shown is not elitist, but a public—communal—space [...] the poster is a public art,
which addresses an undifferentiated mass of people on behalf of something public (whether a political idea or a
cultural spectacle)."
Taking in consideration the time that has passed… what would be the feeling of seeing posters, whose glory has
long since passed away, or whose interest only appears to selected researchers or enthusiasts on the subject.
After all, the poster art itself was used to be treated as a unique ar form, and never treated as a factory production
of ideas of similar compositions, as it is today. Each poster not only tells the true story, but also reflects the social
mood and human mentality of the time that was created. The poster takes over the individuality of a public
message and makes it its own.
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3. Identity in graphic design versus universal style under the influence of globalization
“One eye sees, the other feels”
Paul Rand

Globalization is a fast forward procces, difficult to opose. For some one it is opening new different perspectives,
but for others is a oblstacle for self awarness and originality. In design it has huge impact on the market, opening
cooperation possibilities and in the same time it underestimates the creative process and time as factor.
But what is more evident, is the certain group of junior teenagers, 13-17 years old, that are beeing “captured” by
the globalization. They are all over the internet, on facebook or instgram, snapchat or competing on the new app
called tic tok. At first i thought that this is only an issue happening in the Balkan, but my friends that live in Poland,
Turkey, USA, France confirmed that they have the same problems... And this is a classical example of globalization.
The development of technology has created serious debate about the cultural identity, recognizing less and less
intriging or creative ideas, project or educational programs for this generation. Also, other group of youngsters
that are beeing caught by the globalization are the students. I am teaching both in Montenegro and in Macedonia,
and the first thing I ask my students is, what they follow on instagram. Their answer is a some designers, but more
influencers and music pop stars. When i ask them to name me few designers that they follow on instagram, they
have a problem. I noticed that they don’t remember the names, just some works. And on the other hand they
know more musician or influencers which are globally popular then the world problems, design tendencies, social
problems of their close friends, relatives... But the problem gets bigger when they became more aware of
themselfs and their designs, and start thinging about opening personal instagram/facebook page. They have to
start posting their own works, and grow their image on the basis of “likes”?! This whole thing should really make
us seriously consider the influence of “growing up by imitating” things and resources!
After they finish faculty, young population, usually is not being asked about important questions regarding their
future and their opinion concerning their point of view. Some countries has realized this problem. The soon as we
all realize it, the better world we will create. But to create this WORLD people must be convinced that they will
accomplish their needs, not only lose them. We have come to a point where losing is more obvious, when the fear
overtakes the hope for our future. Citizen cultural development and popularization of it, is a central element in
modern identities, which will be achieved only by discovering and establishing personal values by creating one's
own image through the images of others. Young people should be given the opportunity to express their thoughts,
potentials and abilities, as well as a place where they will acquire core values. Only by stimulating a development
of equal new initiatives among young and talented people it can be accomplished a respect for the understanding
of the other fillings or culture.
In 2013, PLAKART initiated a poster competition titled “Citizen 2020” - it was insipired by the European survey of
2010, which found out that only 43% of people know the meaning of the term “citizen of the European Union”
and almost half said they are “not well informed” about their rights as citizens of Europe. Semantics of the word
Europe happens to be associated to a project for the citizens with different backgrounds, different nationalities
and cultures and not just a project for the elite. The same issues are reflected to the global design tendencies....
we will accomplish the ultimate creative goal - to have closer view on our path to the future united in one WORLD,
only with respect to different cultural identities, which will enrich us as a common society giving more creative
freedom.
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In 2005, Gui Bonsipe (Giuseppe), a former student and professor at the University of Humanities in Ulm, Germany,
and then chief design spokesman throughout Latin America, published an article in the magazine “Design Issues”
on "Design and Democracy". In that article he positioned the design as a potentially critical response to the aspects
of capitalism that he largely characterized as anti-tech or anti-democracy, as he believed it could be. His own view
of democracy underpins the idea of individual freedom as a "space for self-determination" / indeed, and many
theorists have emphasized it.
To conclude this section, under the tremendous impact of the globalization, some cultures are allready being
shaped or became part of something new, something newlly applied or imposed style, losing a personal national
and cultural identity under the influence of global tendencies.
4. Poster Biennale or triennial, design manifestation?
Biennale is a proven format; it allows the organizer to be focused on delivering more sustainable topics and more
thorough preparations. What is more important, is that the poster is alive in any form we know, so it can also
function as triennial of even yearly project festival.
Before I go to the topic regarding the format, I would like to impose certain personal dilemma. Today in the world
we have more and more poster manifestations, unlike 10 years ago. This certanlly makes us all very happy. On the
other hand, we ask ourselves whether such a number of manifestations exceeded the “tolerable line of creativity”.
What I want to emphasize, is that maybe we should consider how it affects to the contribution of the creative
potential, or the creative potential of the (young) designers around the world. Examples that are certainly worth
mentioning in the world of poster, are the Warsaw Poster Biennale as the oldest manifestation, the Lahti
International Poster Triennial, Toyama Poster Triennial, Mexico International Biennale of Poster e.t.c. The prestige
of those events was and still is unmatched. However, the Warsaw Biennial after several attempts to introduce
changes, it had to make a final decision – transfrom itself and return to the original inititator – the Academy of
Fine Arts in Warsaw. So, no matter what you choose, it is more than important to make innovative and more
importantly sustainable and quality-based product.
Maybe more interesting fact is that today we facing a tremendous difference between the good design and the
bad one. Maybe we have entered new digital era of “fast food design”. And having so many design manifestations,
why we lack good quality design, and “cheap design” is everywhere: online, stock images, flyer for 3$, layout for
5$, then web platforms something like “designyourownlogo.com” and so on... So, how design can inspire if there
is such a progress of digital “fast food” solution?!
So, by seriously considering the influences of this biennials or manifestations, we can certainly inspire a progress
in the creativity of one country or region and continent. But if we extend their activities, then they will serve as an
innovative approach that will have a direct effect on the society, involving in the decision making, by opening new
horizons and giving a strong motivation for the citizens to work towards a better future. The ‘poster’ has proven
that is the most effective mean of expressing ideas among the youth. Design as major "inclusive" tools in initiating
and/or raising the public awareness on different and specific issues. Through exhibition(s), custom-made
workshop(s), creative projects and lectures, turns out to be a model that engages more concentration of creative
energy in such an activity. To support the participants and young artist to find the resources available - assist them
with their artistic endeavors.
Based on the all above mentioned, PLAKART since last year, decided to integrate this approach, be highlighting
some specific goals that could be achieved by a new format of extending the existing one:
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Social Innovation Design - developing new ideas, services and models to better address social problems. It
calls on public and private sector, including civil society, to improve social services
• Taking the pressure off the system in the first place so we can help people
• Innovative partnerships to bring in private and non-governmental resources
• Strengthening evidence-based knowledge in policy making and reform
With creation of new capacities, specific group of citizens and young people who care for the future and are willing
to cooperate among themselves, is the future of any country. In this case we are securing safe and prosperous
future.
There are many creative designers, but many good ideas never see the light of day, because while they get
developed, designers do not think about the implementation process and it structure. In order to realize the idea,
they must have a strong network and good partners to help them shape the idea properly. In this line, the public
spaces and the opportunities that they offer are more than necessary.
I believe that design and poster especially, plays a key role in the development of more engaged communities.
The goal is to help build communities that are stronger, healthier, and more sustainable in the long run. And i
believe that through open creative space it is possible to achieve the intended goal. A healthy society must serve
and satisfy at least the basic needs of the population and to offer various opportunities and alternative choices.
The lack of active design strategies, it is the reason that is fundamentally missing in in building strong and active
communities. The lack of a clear policy on the role of promoting Active Design as a new approach to addressing
national problems and issues, such as current measles outbreaks, does not motivate us to offer a new approach
to foster civic engagement.
•

Regarding the responsibilities, the Association of Graphic Designers of Macedonia- Plakart, which I lead enters its
13th year of existence. Since it was established, it has promoted hundreds international design students and
dozens of Macedonian design students. All of them are successful and recognized world wide designers. PLAKART
has organized or co-organized over 60 events locally and in Europe, thanks to partnerships it has built and
established with related organizations and design associations. Our goal is to foster designers’ awareness that the
poster can communicate directly with citizens and can speak visually of certain exceptional social issues. Through
its projects, Plakart has been working with the aim of imposing, inspiring and encouraging policymaking on social
issues, as well as imposing design as a serious tool for shaping of the state, culture and social segments. It is
precisely in this case that the opportunity for the general public to understand the role of the community in social
and cultural movements should be sought.
According to the researches that has been provided at PLAKART in the past 13 years, I strongly believe that in the
years to come, design should become an integral part of national competitiveness. Design is extremely important
for the future of any country. Art and creativity nowadays are more a category that is left out of some systemic
qualifications and national and educational strategies, there are being compensated by unnecessary subjects or
data. Designer contributes significantly to the culture, environment and economy. This needs to be further
recognized. Must be accepted in all sectors of the public and corporate domain. Design over the last 40 years has
evolved into a new paradigm of development. It has been transformed into a serious tool to make aesthetically
pleasing and desirable products a key role in promoting the idea and also in people's lives. It is a discipline that
leads to economic growth, shapes human interactions with objects and systems and improves the quality of life
of citizens.
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Conclusion
The poster manifestation is promoting the higher values of the poster, giving equal opportunities to designers
from all over the world. With strong responsibility to the network of creatives, design as a profession, the growth
of the design community. It declares and promotes Openness to change certain problems, to point out the
solutions, policies, to remaind to certain world processes and above all to challenge the youth. Showing Integrity
to vision and creative values, to the designer, to authorship and copyrights, for ideas and leadership. As an
organizer of poster competitions, and other manifestation for sure poster design manifestations pays important
attention to the inter-ethnic collaboration, professional community development, local student and proffesional
community engagement, creating a strong design value, that is increasing its potential.
Bearing in mind the problems and progress that awaits us designers on the road to the future, by preserving the
authenticity, and the cultural design outreach, it can inspire new values for generations to come.

Viva la Poster!
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The ancient past of the Treskavec monastery
The forgoten city of Kolobaisa
Vladimir Milanovski
Department for records of cultural heritage, Directorate for Protection of Cultural Heritage,
Skopje, Macedonia
e-mail: v.milanovski@uzkn.gov.mk
Abstract
Beneath the surface of today's visible medieval monastery complex Treskavec, existed sacral settlement and later
fortified city named Kolobaisa, which has existed throughout the whole antic period (4th - 3rd c. BC to 6th century
AD). This is confirmed by the findings from the city necropolis which is located on locality Gumenje, in
archaeological excavations performed in 1959 and many others surface archaeological finds. The mystery of the
rocky landscape, the dominant position and appearance of the top Zlatovrv or Zlatno Jabolko (Golden Apple)
1422m, the toponym, the old pagan cults of Apollo, Artemis and Hermes bear witness to the centuries-old holiness
of this place, which is respected as such to this day. Kolobaisa developed and grow in the first centuries after
Christ's birth until the late Roman period. Towards the end of the Early Byzantine period in the Avar attacks in the
fall of 586 the city was destroyed, ending its nearly thousand years urban history.
Keywords: Treskavec Monastery, antic period, the city of Kolobaisa.
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The Monastery "Uspenie na Presveta Bogorodica" (The Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary) –
Treskavec is located in the northern part of the Pelagonia Plain. The name of Pelagonia keeps the
memory of the ancient settlers of this region – the Pelagonians.1 From the town of Prilep, the
monastery is accessible from three directions: on foot from Varoš and Markovi Kuli (a trail of
approximately 6 kilometres) and from the village Dabnica (also a trail of approximately 4 kilometres)
or by motor vehicle following the about 9-kilometre long asphalted road past the town's cemetery
and marble quarry.

The name of the ancient city of Kolobaisa is mentioned on an epigraphic monument, which is on the
roof of the monastery's church.2 The translation of the epigraphic monument: … to Artemis of Knid,
[1]For Pelagonians - Paionians see: Eleonora Petrova - Paionia in the 2nd and 1st millennium BC, Skopje 1999; Митревски Д.,
Протоисториските заедници во Македонија - Преку погребувањето и погребните манифестации, Скопје 1997;
[2]On Kolobaisa, its elements and the necropolis on the site of 'Gumenje': Hahn, Reise u Belgrad nach Salonik, 1861, 241;
ibid, Drin-und Wardarreise, 1869, 161-168; Heuzey L. и Daumet H., Mission archéologique de Macédoine, Paris 1876, 319;
archimandrite Antonin, Pojezdka v Rumeliju, 1879, 332, 333; Vulić N., Antički spomenici naše zemlje, Spomenik SAN LXXI,
Beograd,1931, 490; ibid Spomenik SAN LXXV, 1933, 201; ibid, Spomenik SAN LXXVII, 1934, 58; ibid, Kneževske grobnice kod
Prilepa, Jugoslovenski istoriski časopis I/4, Beograd, 1937, 6, II; ibid, Geografija Južne Srbije u antičko doba, Glasnik srpskog
naučnog društva XIX, Skoplje, 1938, 13; Грозданов Ц., Христос Цар, Богородица Царица, Небесните Сили и Светите
воини од 14. и 15. Век во Трескавец, КН 12-13 Скопје 1988, 5-33; Папазоглу Ф., Македонски градови у римско доба, ЖА
Скопје 1957, 223; ibid, Inscriptiones Grecae, Epiri, Macedoniae, Thraciae, Scythiae, Berlin 1999; Бабиќ Б., Манастирот
Трескавец, Стремеж, бр. 5-6, Прилеп 1959, 51, 52; ibid, Antičko naselje Kolobaise, otkrića u manastiru Treskavcu, Beograd
1960; ibid, Na marginama istorije manastira Treskavca, Zbornik za likovne umetnosti I, Novi Sad, 1965; ibid, Бабиќ Б.,
Трскавец – прастаро култно седиште Македоније, Суботица 1968, 629; ibid, Arheološki tragovi iz antičkog i
srednjevekovnog perioda u prilepskom karaju, Prilep 1970, 25; ibid, Период на доцното Римско царство и раната
Византија, Прилеп и Прилепско низ историјата 1, Прилеп 1971, 70; ibid, Општ преглед на спомениците од
минатото на Прилеп и Прилепскиот крај (група автори), Споменици за средновековната и поновата историја на
Македонија, Том 4 Скопје 1981, 23; ibid, Материјалната култура на македонските словени во светлината на
археолошките истражувања во Прилеп, Прилеп 1986, 264-266; Mikulčić I., Pelagonija u svetlosti arheoloških nalaza od
egejske seobbe do Augusta, Beograd - Skopje 1966; ibid, Средновековни градови и тврдини во Македонија, Скопје 1996,
266-268, ibid, Античките градови во Македонија, Скопје 1999, 89,90; Ricl M., Konsekracije robova u Makedoniji u doba
rimskog carstva, Živa Antika Skopje 1993, 129-142; ibid, New Inscriptions from Pelagonia and Derriopos, Bonn 1994, 152,
153; Миткоски А., Објекти во карпа од прилепско, Macedonia Acta Archaeologica, бр. 14 Скопје 1996 a, 137-148; ibid,
New Pelagonian tombs, Мacedonian Нeritage no. 2 Skopje 1996 b, 89-95; Караџоски В., Прилог кон проучувањето на
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who was agitated by Artemis of Ephesus in Kolobaisa, a girl named Helena and her child Peristera and
all their ancestor, for whom, after telling the price, gave in contrary to other inscriptions to the
goddess and engraved the foretold into a memoir. This happened in Kolobaisa, year 348 AD. This year
is according to Macedonian era, and according to the modern calendar it was in 200/201 c. AD.3
------------ - - - - ῚΣ - - - - [Ἀρ]τέμιδι Κυ[ναγῷ],
ἐνωχλημέν [η ὑπὸ]
Ἀρτέμιδος Ἐϕεσίας [τῆς]
ἐν Κολοβαίσῃ, παιδίσ[κην]
ὀνόηατι Ἐλένην κ[αὶ]
παιδίον αὐτῆς Πε[ρι]στερὰν καὶ τὰς τοὐτω[ν]
[ἐ]πιγονὰς, ὦν καὶ τὴν ὠνὴ[ν]
[ὑ]πογραψαμένη ἔϴηκεν
[π]ρὸς τὰ ἕτερα γρὰμματα
[τ]ῆς ϴεοῦ, καὶ ἐνεχα [ράχϴη]
[τ]ὰ προγεγραμμένα εῖς
[τ]ὸ γράμμα μνήμης
[χ]ά[ρ]ιν • ἐγένετο ἐν Κο[λο][βαί]οῃ τοῦ ημ’ καὶ τ’ ἔτ[ους]
[vɑcɑt ε]ὐτυχῶς.

средновековната историја на Прилеп и Прилепско, Прилеп 1996, 105; Кепески К., Ара од Мажучишта, Macedonia
Acta Archaeologica 15 Скопје 1999, 195-201; ibid, 1971, 49; Кепеска Љ., Манастирскиот коплекс Трескавец – Прилеп
МАП 1 Скопје 2008, 321- 327; Лилчиќ В., 2001, Македонскиот камен за боговите, христијаните и за животот по
животот, Том 1 Античката камена пластика во Република Македонија, Скопје 2001, 393, 394; ibid, Македонскиот
камен за боговите, христијаните и за животот по живот, Том 2, Античката камена пластика во Република
Македонија, Скопје 2002, 936-937; Risteski B., Early Christian architecture stone elements from the monastery Treskavec at
Prilep, Macedonian Heritage 20, Skopje 2002, 61-70; Pečijareska V., Monastery Treskavec-Curch of the Dormition of the
Mother of God before the start of the conservation activities, Macedonian Heritage no. 23, Skopje 2004, 66-76; ibid,
Information on the research of the architecture in the church Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Treskavec Monastery,
Macedonian Heritage 36-37, Skopje 2010, 137-148; Бабамова С., Епиграфските споменици од Република Македонија
датирани според македонската провинциска ера, Скопје 2005, 113-116; Causidis N., Mythologization of the Mountain
(A Diachronic Survey of Examples from Macedonia and the wider Balkan region) Memory & Art. Interpretations. Vol 2, Skopje:
MANU, 2008, 171-213; Мilanovski V., The Ancient Settlement and Sanctuary Kolobaisa-Treskavec, Macedonian Heritage no.
38-39, Skopje 2011, 129-138;
[3]Бабамова С., Скопје 2005, 115, 116;
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The oldest part of this in the beginning settlement is around the top of Zlatovrv or Zlatno Jabolko
(Golden Apple) 1422 metres above the sea level. It is a hardly accessible place, of an extremely
defensive character. Its position on top of Zlatno Jabolko alone is a dominant one in the region and as
such it is one of the most significant points of controlling the north and north-east part of the
Pelagonia Plain. Throughout the centuries of its existence, the settlement spreads down to the vicinity
of the present-day monastery and as such covers the area of 7.5 hectares. The lowest part of the city
is later formed and enclosed with a defensive wall. There are several spots in this flat, rock area below
the summit where different remains of life in the past centuries are visible like for instance square,
circular and oval hollows, which were used to set up wooden constructions of the buildings, drainage
system canals, steps and stairs, fire places, pits and graves cut in the granite rock.
The most impressive Early Antiquity remains are huge granite blocks which can be seen in front of the
entrance of the monastery by the side of the road. They are also built-in in the well, which is nowadays
used for water supply and in parts of the church. They can also be found in front of the church, in the
lower parts of the construction, the portico is very solidly built with large monolithic, well formed
granite blocks,4 around the church and some other spots around the monastery. Their form is usually
a prolonged rectangular one, some of them are more than 2 metres long. These blocks were used to
construct big and very important buildings, possibly Early Antiquity pagan temples.

Photo above: granite blocks in front of the monastery

[4] Бабиќ Б., 1981, 40; Pečijareska V., 2004, 71, 72;
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The ancient city necropolis "Gumenje" is located about 300 meters south of Treskavec Monastery and
confirms the continuity of the Kolobisa, who existed at this location from the period of the full
development of the ancient Macedonian kingdom, to the late Roman period. The information from
the excavation of this necropolis in 1959, shows that in that small campaign are found artefacts dated
by the end of the 4th - 3rd c. BC to 4th - 5th century AD.5 Almost all early antic artifacts from this
excavation have been lost. From all of the material we managed to find and represent is only the
fragmented ceramic pot, known as skyphos from the grave No. 1.

1. Fragments of the ceramic vessel skifos: one handle, ring bottom, body part and a small portion of
the top of the vessel. This specimen is locally made, with well-refined clay.
Local gray skifos with a narrowed lower body as well as the specimen of the necropolis Gumenje have
been dated around 4th and 3th century BC. Inv. number 1401.
[5] Бабиќ Б., 1981, 37, ibid, 1968, 629;
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We will present a few more ancient Macedonian artefacts, which have been found by chance due to
monastery possessions maintenance activities and which are today kept in the monastery depot:

2. A vessel fragment with an ornament of concentric circles which represent the symbol of the Sun.
They are imprinted in a piece of ceramics, which is then glued to a larger vessel. This representation
is frequent in ancient Macedonian material culture in the Macedonian-Hellenistic period. It is used on
military shields, coins, megara cups, etc. ("The Macedonian shield" on Macedonian coins is present
already from the time of Alexander III and later it is used on coins of the kings Demetrius I, Antigon
Gonat, Philip V, Perseus, Philip VI, and coins of Amfaksitija, Botiaja, Edonija and the city of Lihnid).6
Our oldest representation of this solar symbol is on a helmet found in grave No. 8 in the necropolis of
Trebenište, which dates back to the first decades of the 5th century BC. It is practically identical to the
representation on the ceramic fragment of Kolobaisa.
3. Bronze fibula –Phrygian Type, it is of semi-circular form and has four star mouldings. This form
appears for the first time in the 8th century BC in Asia Minor, and it reaches our regions towards the
end of the 6th century BC and is used until the 3rd century BC.
4. Coin of the last Macedonian king Perseus (179-168 century BC).
Av. The profile of Perseus to the right, with harpa in front, he wears winged helmet, which ends on
top with eagle's head.
Rev. Eagle with spread wings, head to the right, holding a bolt of lightning in its talons.
Romans took three military campaigns in order to conquer Macedonia. Following the defeat in the
third Macedonian-roman War, the Romans divided Macedonia in four parts called Merides
(administrative units), and Pelagonia is the capital of the fourth province.After the establishment of
the Roman power in the middle 2nd century BC, the development of Kolobaisa was halted until the
1st century AD. In this period, from 1st - 3rd century AD, there were built pagan temples of Apollo,
Artemis, Hermes7 and many other different buildings. In this period the city expands on the area
around the monastery.
The findings on the city necropolis Gumenje, ceramic pots and the grave stele (presented on the
drawing and the photo below), jewelry and especially the sacral marble remains from the temples
point out the high cultural level of the life in the city in this period.

[6] Лилчиќ В., and Шелдаров Н., 1994, 208;
[7] Кепески К., Ара од Мажучишта, Macedonia Acta Archaeologica 15 Скопје 1999, 195-201;
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Cultural traditions followed by burial rituals represented in the necropolis Gumenje testify to the
existence of an ancient ethnos-Pelagonians, although the artifacts found there do not allow a return
to history before 4th - 3rd century before the birth of Christ.
In the 3rd century the Goths invade Pelagonia and major cities suffered from this invasion. The
intensity of the cultural life is not repeated after these raids. It is unclear what has happened to
Kolobaisa during these attacks, but surely the life continuous. Was Kolobaisa destroyed and later
rebuilt can be proven only by exploring the cultural levels from this period. Following these evants the
people from the plain started to withdrew into the late-ancient cities. Settlements such as Kolobaisa,
on high strategic positions, far from the major roads and suitable for strong defense will become the
most appropriate towns in the period of unrest by the end of antiquity.
Ancient roman artefacts, which have been found by chance due to monastery possessions
maintenance activities and which are today kept in the monastery depot:

5. Marble torso dressed in chiton, which is built in the upper part of the western wall of the
exonarthex, above the main entrance in the church.8 The head and the lower part of the body are

[8] Peciareska V., 2004, 68; Лилчиќ В., 2001, 393,394;
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missing, and part of the left side and the left hand are covered under a beam used to support the roof.
The body is in characteristic stand, the right hand is high up to the chests holding the gown. Portrait
statues of this type in Macedonia were made starting in the 2nd century until the end of middle 3rd
century AD.9

6. Moesia Superior-Viminacium
Averse: the face of the Emperor
Reverse: female figure (province of Moesia) betweena bull on the left and a lion on the right side. The
bull and the lion are emblems of the VII and IV Legion, stationed in this province. Coins in Viminacium
were minted from 239 to 268 AD.

7. Coin of a late-Roman Emperor Gratianus
Averse: the face of the Emperor
Reverse: The Emperor is represented as dragging a slave and the text GLORIARO MANORUM. Such
coins were minted in period from 367 to 378 AD.
At the beginning of the 4th century the Emperor Constantine in 313 AD proclaimed the Christianity as
equal religion in the Empire. In parallel there is the pagan myth up until 391 when the Christianity
became the sole religion in the Empire. 5th and 6th century was period of the early- Byzantine Empire
and the early-Christian period. In this time Kolobaisa acquires strong fortification on three levels. The
area outside the walls was also inhabited. Inside the city over a pagan temple was built Christian
basilica by the end of the 5th century AD.10 The existence of an early-Christian basilica in Treskavec
is confirmed by architectonic remains, three marble plates from the altar compartment.

[9] Соколова В., Античка скулптура во Македонија, Скопје 1987, 58-65;
[10] Лилчиќ В., 2002, 936-937; Risteski B., Early Christian architecture stone elements from the monastery Treskavec at Prilep,
Macedonian Heritage 20, Skopje 2002, 61-70;
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Early Byzantine artefacts, which have been found by chance due to monastery possessions
maintenance activities and which are today kept in the monastery depot:

8. Coin of the late-Roman Emperor Theodosius I Averse: the face of the Emperor
Reverse: VOT, X, MVLT, XX - Votis Decennalibus Multis Vicennalibus
Such coins were minted in the period from 379 to 388 AD.

9. Coin of the Emperor Honorius
Av. Representation of the Emperor Honorius en face with helmet, shield with cross in left hand, spear
in right hand over right shoulder.
Rev. Concordia in the right hand with a spear and in the left Victory on the globe.
The Mint of Constantinopolis: AD 401-403.

10. Coin of the Emperor Justinianus – Half Follis
Av. Representation of the Emperor Justinianus en face, holding globe with cross in the right hand,
shield in the left, cross in right field.
Rev. K, above cross, left ANNO, right XXX VII (year 37.), down TES. Produced in the mint in
Thessalonica, 563/564 AD.
***
The name of the ancient city Kolobaisa, which existed for centuries on the area of today monastery
Treskavec, is confirmed by an inscription dated in the beginning of the 3rd century AD. The information
from the excavation of the necropolis on Gumenje in 1959, shows that in that small campaign are
found artifacts dated by the end of the 4th - 3rd century BC. After the reforms of Philip II of Macedon
(359-336 BC), the Macedonian kingdom reaches the top of its power among other Balkan tribes. This
stabilization of the Macedonian society contributed towards swift cultural development of the
peripheral settlements in Macedonia as well. Most probably, in this period the Macedonian army in
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Kolobaisa created the gigantic monolith granite blocks, which are built-in on two positions. Later they
are used for building of the well and lower parts of the church. I assume that on these
two positions the blocks represent parts of the old pagan temples.
The population first from the settlmant later from the city of Kolobaisa used the space of the
necropolis Gumenje for burials from 4th - 3rd century BC, to the 4th - 5th century AD and this is
claimed by the findings from the excavation in 1959.
Romans took three military campaigns in order to conquer Macedonia, and the second one is related
to Pelagonia. In this Macedonian-roman war significant part of the Macedonian army lead by the King
Perseus was commanded to defend its northern borders from the attacks of the Illyrians and
Dardanians, the Roman allies. The Macedonian army took the position near the entrance of north
Pelagonia.11 The city of Kolobaisa had great position of regarding the control over passes Prisad and
Pletvar, and its ideal defensive position and the opportunity for sending signal about the occurrences
on the border, towards the fortifications in Pelagonia and central Macedonia. This enabled prompt
and effective organization of the Macedonian army in order to neutralize the enemy forces. Related
to the campaigns of Philip V against the Romans, Livius several times mentions the passé that lead to
Pelagonia, where Philip V installed garrisons in order to obstruct the support of the Dardanians (Liv.
XXI, 28; XXXI, 33, 3; XXXI, 34, 6).12 He mentions the passes of Barbaras, Pletvar and Prisad, which are
the easiest and fastest enter to Pelagonia from the north, but also which were the most suitable for
installing strong defensive.
After the defeat in the third Roman-Macedonian War, Macedonia became a Roman province. The
cultural, artistic and economic development of Macedonian settlements stagnates by the mid 1st
century BC. In this period Macedonia witnesses clashes between the north barbarians and Roman
legions. The end of the republic brought calm and prosperous period which lasted by mid 3rd century
AD. The relics in Gumenje necropolis show that the arrival of Romans did not end the life in Kolobaisa.
Roughly made tombs dating back in the Roman-Hellenistic period prove the continuity of the life on
this spot in the first centuries under the new Roman rule. Later, the stabilization of the empire in the
first centuries AD brought the advancement in Kolobaisa. There are numerous relics followed through
the fragments of different ceramic and glass dishes, grave steles, marble relics in the temples dated
back in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd century AD.
From the written sources we know that the peace and prosperous period was obstructed by the
infestation of the Goths in 268, who sacked Pelagonia. Did Kolobaisa suffered under the barbarian
invasions in the 3rd and 4th century AD, which also interrupts the life in the big pelagonian cities such
as Stibera and Alkomena and other smaller settlements, or the general setback followed indirectly,
will be a matter of next excavations. It is important that the city survived this catastrophe and
continued its existence, up until the end of the ancient period.
In 584/585 AD the Avars from Walachia, joined by the Slavs from Ukraine and Moldavia, crossed
Danube and started systematic raid against the Balkan province. Later, on September 22, year 586,

[11] Бабиќ Б., 1981, 23; Titi Livi Ab urbe condita libri, ed. Weissenborn M. Muller, Lipsiae, 1906, XLIII. 18, 19 et 20; more about
this military campaign read at Лилчиќ В., Линкестида и Девриоп, Том I, Скопје 2009, 207-224;
[12] Папазоглу Ф., 1957, 202;
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they have attacked Thessalonica.13 After the useless siege they left Thessalonica and turned against
the smaller towns and fortresses in Macedonia.
Dozens of findings such as hidden coins, confirms this event. There are excavated levels of the traces
followed by a severe fire and destruction of the biger cities sach as Bargala, Stobi, Heraklea Lynkestis,
and in fortresses in Baba (4 km from Kolobaisa) and Selce near Prilep. All these events end in 584/585
AD.14 These raids also represent the end of the urban life in the ancient city of Kolobaisa.

Starodavna preteklost samostana Treskavec
Pozabljeno mesto Kolobaisa
Povzetek
Ključne besede: samostan Treskavec, antično obdobje, mesto Kolobaisa.
Pod površjem danes vidnega srednjeveškega samostanskega kompleksa Treskavec je obstajalo
sakralno naselje in pozneje utrjeno mesto z imenom Kolobaisa, ki je obstajalo skozi celotno antično
obdobje (od 4. - 3. stoletja pred našim štetjem do 6. stoletja našega štetja). To potrjujejo najdbe
mestne nekropole Gumenje v arheoloških izkopavanjih izvedenih leta 1959, in številne druge
površinske arheološke najdbe. Skrivnost skalnate pokrajine, prevladujoč položaj in videz vrha Zlatovrv
ali Zlatno Jabolko (1422 m nadmorska višina), toponim, stari poganski kultovi Apolona, Artemide in
Hermesa pričajo o stoletni svetosti tega kraja, ki je kot tak spoštovan do danes. Kolobaisa se je razvijala
in gojila v prvih stoletjih po Kristusovem rojstvu do poznega rimskega obdobja. Proti koncu zgodnjega
bizantinskega obdobja v napadih na Avar jeseni 586 je bilo mesto uničeno, s čimer se je končala skoraj
tisočletna urbana zgodovina.

[13] Lemerle 1979, I, 126.13-128.2 (Miracula I,12); Микулчиќ И., Средновековни градови и тврдини во Македонија,
Скопје 1996, 26;
[14] Микулчиќ И., 1996, 26;
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Abstract

The rapid development of the communication technologies has led to a great increase of information
production and circulation. This ongoing process is changing both the communication and the culture.
One of the main issues within this change is information management in the mass media, i.e. how
information is being collected, filtered and circulated for mass audience, and how this affects the
public opinion and other related processes in the democratic societies, including Macedonia.
Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky offered a s.c. propaganda model, that describes how information
is being filtered in the mass media in the United States, and how this process is influencing the media
work, politics, and the public opinion. The model is based on research of the cultural and economic
factors that determine communication and the functioning of the media. The model puts into focus
the mass media as part of the socio-economic structures that control the flow of information in the
society. When the model proposed by Herman and Chomsky is applied in various social and economic
contexts, it offers insight in the deeper processes of mass communication that can result in both
information pluralism, but also in propaganda and information control that suits the centers of
political and economic power in many societies.
In analytical comparison with the classical filtering model of Herman and Chomsky, the paper will
examine the issues of social media and processes of viral communication, and how this affects the
spread of the disinformation through online media. In the new digital era, the process of filtering of
infomration is drastically changed.

Keywords: information, propaganda, communication, filters, mass media, culture, public opinion,
digital media, viral communication.
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Introduction

“Shall I tell You why we have brought You here?
To make You better. Your crimes do not interest us.
Your actions do not interest us. We are interested in Your thoughts.
We do not destroy our enemies, we change them.
We change their thoughts” (Orwell, 2003, v).

This passage from the novel "1984" by George Orwell reflects, through its characters and the storyline,
the uncertainty after the end of the Second World War regarding the preservation of freedom and the
strong possibility that life for millions of people could become a jail. That imprisonment and threat to
the West was Communism. The rise of communism in the post-World War II period in the eastern
European countries, Asia and in South America, fed the free world’s fear of communism and illiberal
system which it was representing. Communism was perceived as a dark threat that could potentially
overwhelm the free western societies. If established, such “prison” would involve constant control of
all communication. This would mean not only control over the public word, control of the public
appearance, the contents of the press, the electronic media, the publishing, but also a strong control
of thoughts, feelings, actions, in one word everyday activities of the people. Control of such magnitude
in modern societies would be rather elusive without the use of propaganda, which in such a prison
society is a crucial tool for power.
From today's perspective, this vision of such a potential dark future looks exaggerated and hyperbolic.
The year 1984 passed long time ago and such a vision and a representation of human life did not
become the reality as vividly outlined in the Orwell's book. Today's world lives with a dominant
impression that it won a victory over communism and other types of totalitarianism, while dictators
have been overwhelmed and with the exception of a few cases, freedom and democracy have become
the model for development of the former socialist states. The doctrine of propaganda, viewed within
the scope of achieved freedoms and democratization, should probably belong to the past.
Unfortunately, as advocated by Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky in their joint works, the
propaganda today lives and operates dynamically. Its role in the modern democratic world and
modern cultures is still crucial and it continues to shape the reality and determine propsects of the
human freedom well into the 21st century. How today's propaganda works is the topic of much of the
work of the authors mentioned above, but also of an entire intellectual movement that criticizes the
globalization and expansion of the modern capitalism. The authors acknowledge that to perceive,
detect and analyze propaganda in democratic societies is a much more difficult task than in other type
of societies:
In this context, according to authors, it becomes clearer that the propaganda models in democratic
societies rely on various systems of filtering of information. Analysing the process of information
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filtering gives an insight into the real nature of the media system and how it operates in terms of
serving the public interest and supporting representational democracy.
The propaganda model as a system of filters
According to Chomsky and Herman, propaganda is a phenomenon that is in a close and unbreakable
relationship with mass media. These media are "systems for communicating messages and symbols to
the wider population" (Herman and Chomsky 2002: 1). The media through the involvement of message
recipients (viewers, listeners, readers) in information and entertainment processes actually "transfer
the values, beliefs and ways of behavior that integrate them into the institutional structures of society."
In a diverse and heterogeneous world in order to carry out such processes of social organization and
distribution, "systematic propaganda" is needed. What the propaganda wants to influence is the
justification and the maintenance of inequality. The key act in this is the influence of wealth and power
on the functioning of the media or as they say "money and power filter media content" (Herman and
Chomsky 2002: 2).
In other words, the capital that tends to consolidate and intensify its established flows and structures
of power, carrying out different sorts of control over how the media report and represent reality. In
fact, "the structural arrangement of the media is such that it induces the audience's conformity to a
certain doctrine" (Chomsky 1989). In today's electronic media it is particularly difficult, and it is
unlikely, that "one can succeed inserting and presenting unusual thoughts and conclusions, and
achieve wider credibility" (Chomsky 1989).
The media as direct or indirect advocates of the interests of their sponsors need to adapt and perform
a selection of what they will focus on. The minority in whose hands are the fluctuations of the
economic markets the authors call "oligopoly" (Herman and Chomsky 2002: 21). In this way, the
structurally biased media use a variety of linguistic and terminological material that shapes their
ideology serving the interests of the oligopoly.
Behind these verbal formulas is hidden the real content that rarely involves examining and
determining exactly what it is about. In a certain way, they generate a political discourse that is beyond
public debate, certain language and thought system that transforms the media into controlling power
to interpret, define, and protect only a small group of chosen, rational, people aware of the general
interests (that is, the elite). According to them, there are five levels of filtering what the media report
in the context of protecting the interests of the oligopoly and the governing elites
First filter, ownership and profit orientation
In the first half of the nineteenth century, the general conditions for free press were considerably
better. Those who wanted to direct their content and information to the wider public were in much
better conditions than today, because printing newspapers did not require excessive investments. In
the western countries, in the first half of the 19th century, a large number of labor and trade union
newspapers were representing workers' rights and views. The technology of production and
distribution of printed media was simpler and more accessible to most people and they could make
enough money to remain on the print media market. Over time and with the rapid development of
different technologies, the conditions have rapidly changed in a drastic way. The standardized use of
increasingly complicated printing technology greatly increased the cost of printing a competitive
newspaper so that selling the newspaper was not enough for it to survive economically. Because of
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this, much of the free press in Britain and the United States died out. Only those newspapers that
were supported by successful businesses and corporations survived the market. This reduced the price
of newspapers, and the publisher managed to maintain it through sponsorships despite the low price
of the editions being sold. The difference between the cost of printing and the newspapers sold was
covered by newspaper patrons, who found interest in advertizing their messages and other
commercial content in the newspapers. They also boosted their investments and provided them with
adequate profits for newspapers. In such market conditions, newspapers naturally were referred to
the support of economic factors in their societies.
Second filter, sponsorship
On the other hand, the imposition of increasing state taxes only strengthened the dependence of the
newspapers on the support of sponsors and financiers. Investing in newspaper or broadcasting a TV
program, combined with the additional costs and charges, the media have to refer to the support of
sponsors. Those who can not secure for themselves such support disappear from the media market.
In this way, the media must seek support and, when they receive it, they can not in any way afford to
lose it by reporting critically about them, their ideology or management, the way in which they collect
their incomes, or about whatever else would jeopardize the profitability of their sponsors and
economic supporters. The media are also called "friends of corporations" in situations when they
cooperate with them and defend their interests in a transparent or less transparent manner (Herman
and Chomsky 2002: 17). Those who lose the status of friends of corporations are doomed to
bankruptcy (see also Kin 1995: 112).
Third filter, reliance on media information from the government, business elites and experts, as well
as information from other "agents of power"
The third filter is formed by establishing a symbiosis between the media and powerful sources of
information. The powerful sources of information are the government, the experts, the business
elites, etc. In the US context, the White House, the Pentagon, the State Department, then the New
York Times, Washington Post, the LA Times, the former US administration officials, certain private
associations and institutions founded or supported by financial tycoons, are all considered such
examples of powerful sources.
Due to the connection of the government and the business elites, whose interests are generally
aligned and are overlapping, they form a closed circle governed by the rules of a closed-circulation
system of opinions and information. This establishes a kind of information shield that is very strong
and does not allow any influences or threats from the outside. What the media portrays is most often
and, to a large extent, information or interpretation derived from this solid, relatively narrow circle of
stakeholders which profoundly share common ideological and economic interests. The authors
specifically cite these interests: protection of significant profits of the powerful elites, free transfer of
all kinds of capital to the elite groups, transformation of the state into a protector of the interests of
the elite groups, reduction of the social rights of the employees, reduction of the obligations of the
elite groups and corporations to the social and health rights of workers, organizations and individuals
who oppose everything previously stated (Chomsky 1989).
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Fourth filter, disciplining of the media
This kind of filtering involves negative actions to the reporting of a medium or the content of a
particular program (Herman and Chomsky 2002: 26). A negative action may arise from any party
(majority or minority) in the form of letters, telegrams, messages, protests, petitions, lawsuits,
telephone calls, pressures from officials and similar tactics. Such reactions towards a medium are
always a serious blow to its interests. The withdrawal of sponsorships, the loss of credibility and
market privileges, reduced ratings are just some of the possible negative reactions. Although criticism
by influential factors and the audience is detrimental in various ways (reduced viewership, or
readership, affects sponsors, or the withdrawal of sponsorships weakens the quality of the program),
they can not all be fully equated. The criticism and pressure of the powerful is far more harmful to the
medium than the public protest or campaign of the organized public groups. In other words, in
addition to the direct pressure of denial, criticism, request for verification, attaching and recognition
of sources of information, these factors may affect owners, shareholders or other sponsors and cause
disruption to the functioning of the medium. Once the medium has experienced such a type of impact
on the market, it becomes disciplined and taught by unwritten laws that apply to the media markets.
The media do not always succumb to such attacks and pressures, but media disciplining is often done
indirectly through certain organizations and institutions that support the powerful stakeholders.
Fifth filter, ideology as a national religion
The authors, in the context of the first edition of the book "Manufacturing of Consent" printed in 1988,
state that the ideology of anti-communism is a final filter that relativizes the freedom of the media
and influences how and for what they will report. The Soviet, Chinese and Cuban Communist
Revolution were real traumas for Western capitalist societies. Collective ownership and the socially
supported struggle for equality are the biggest opponents of the ideology of private property and
corporatism. According to them, locally controlled dictators and even certain forms of fascism are
much less dangerours to their interests than a successful communist project that realizes the rights of
workers. Those who disagree with this to a sufficient extent were called "defenders of communism"
or "weak democrats". In other words, anti-communism, or defensive ideology (as quoted in the
original: Red Scare-Red Threat), became a kind of religion. These standpoints, attitudes and interests
are allowed to defend even incompetent public figures who are represented as experts on such issues
(Herman and Chomsky 2002: 29-31). Everything that in any way defends the interests of communism
or from such a position criticizes the western ideology of the free market and private property, is not
allowed, nor does it appear in the media. Today, of course, these ideological instruments change, from
the ideological stand points of "war on terror", "Russian interference", “migrants” or any other
ideology being a threat from the outside.
Functioning of the model
By combining the five main filters, the media are selecting and filtering the news that they publish. It
can be noted that reliance on information from "powerful sources" (the third filter) is actually a sort
of pre-selection of the news. Powerful sources distribute information that does not jeopardize their
interests or publish them in a manner that meets their criteria for a positive impact on the public.
When the media rely on these sources, they actually only finish the pre-planned agenda for placing
information from these powerful sources. Apart from the influence on the selection of what will enter
the media circulation, the mentioned filters determine how the events in which the public is interested
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will be covered. The filter network is a structured and efficient system that determines how a medium
will operate and at the same time it can survive on the media market. What will go through this narrow
network of filters is actually what, to the greatest extent, as information and program reach the
viewers or readers. If something unplanned still succeeds in reaching the public, and is out of the
frame of this filter system, the system quickly sanctions it and the media, through discipline and
learning from other media mistakes, will accept it as a rule. For example, information about the torture
of political prisoners and the violation of human rights will not circulate in the media because the third
filter of information that has been programed by powerful sources (the White House, the State
Department, etc.). It will be removed from the information flow of the mainstream media (Herman
and Chomsky 2002: 31-32). The filters installed by economic stakeholders are functioning in similar
way, so this is the main reason that information on the exploitation of minors workers in Asian
countries, is kept out of the mainstream media.
Information filtering in the digital era
The Internet and the new media changed the media landscape fundamentally. The process of
information distribution was decentralized and the resources needed to generate, collect and
distribute information and media content reduced significantly. As a result, the process of information
circulation was democratized. New types of information media were established and they ranged from
social media profiles, blogs, news websites, web-portals, to various applications and news
aggregators. The flow of information changed dramatically, the number of information sources skyrocketed and any attempts to control this new widespread information network often proved
inefficient (Castels, p.12-15).
New media system brought many advantages in our everyday experiences with information, but also
large number of issues and new type of problems as well. One of the most troubling phenomenons is
the emergence of disinformation that proved to be very damaging to social cohesion and the trust in
the institutions and journalism. In order to understand the key aspects of the negative effects of
disinformation we need to examine the new models of information filtering in the digital era.
As the number of media outlets increased exponentially the problem of organizing the information in
order to be useful and practical become very important. New models for organizing the vast
ammounts of news and information were needed. Old solutions, that included editorial and
journalistic models for selection and distribution of information publishing, were not practical as
before. The filtering process gradually moved towards automatization and programmed software.
Some of the new digital filtering models that were gradually developed included:
RSS
RSS (originally RDF Site Summary or Really Simple Syndication) a web feed which allows users to access
updates from the websites in a standardized, computer-readable timeline type of format. These feeds
allow users to keep track of many different websites in a single news or content timeline. “RSS is a
method of describing news or other Web content that is available for "feeding" (distribution or
syndication) from an online publisher to Web users” (Çelikbaş, 1-2). The user determines the RSS feed
content by selecting web-sites that he wants to follow through their RSS feed. The RSS model was
largely used before the advance of social media and news agregators.
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News Agregators
Following the success of Google News aggregator, the trend of news aggregators spread to many local
cases including the region of South-Eastern Europe. Several news aggregator services emerged that
collect all published content from selected news web-sites and aggregates them in one place. Through
system of crawlers the news aggregators collect the new content and publish s.c. snippets (the title
and news lead) to the website of the aggregator. In North Macedonia, most popular news aggregator
is time.mk, that has regional services as well (time.rs, cro.time.mk, bg.time.mk, time.si, bih.time.mk,
sh.time.mk). The news sources are usually preselected by the aggregator’s programmers.
Social Media streams
The rapid development of the social media changed the way we consume information. Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and other globally used social media services each introduced their own “feeds”.
Facebook introduced the News Feed, Twitter started its Timeline, while Instagram started using the
New Posts Feed. The major difference and innovation of these streams is the personalization. The
user was given control to select which profiles and pages to follow on his or her home feed and was
also given different options to block, hide or mute other sources that he/she wanted to avoid.
Facebook News Feed Algorithms
In February 2011 Facebook started experimenting with its news feed by giving more options to the
user to select preferences about profiles and pages they prefer to show up in the feed. At the same
time Facebook started increasing the role of its algorithms for selection of content that is visible at the
user news feed. "Facebook uses algorithmic curation—automated selectionand ranking of content—
to present a personalized NewsFeed to each user for consumption. However, the NewsFeed user
interface provides little information to help usersunderstand how the ranking algorithm works" (Cho
et all, 2017). At the same time Facebook withdrew from its applications options to view Most recent
posts and customized Friends list feeds. Gradually from 2014 till now the number of sponsored posts
and ads started increasing in the News feed and also in the Facebook's chat service, Messenger.
Twitter and Instagram
The trends of content filtering and ranking by using algorhytms set by Facebook influenced the
majority of most popular social media. Twitter by 2015 and 2016 gradually started to change its
"Twitter Timline" and the chronological cirtera for the content feed. The Twitter Home button started
selecting most popular tweets and ranked them ahead of the latest tweets and also added content of
suggested tweets and tweets from other users liked by accounts the users follow. Instagram also left
the pure chronological feed in 2018 and 2019 and prioritized some popular content based on
algorythmic formulas.
Differences between propaganda of the traditional media and the computational filtering model of
disinformation
The internet and digital media changed the entire system how information is selected and
disseminated to wider audiences and users. The role of editors and newsrooms were complemented
with software tools that were designed to deal better with huge amounts of information. Gradually
the use of the AI and software for information filtering increased and took over this important task
from the media editors and trained journalists.
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These important changes made easier the fabrication and dispersion of misinformation and
disinformation, and increased the capacity of the online media specifically for audience manipulations.
In the research published by the Oxford University it is cited that “the manipulation of the public
opinion through the social media becomes increasing threat for the public life” (Bradshow and
Howard, 2018). The focal point of attacks are trust in the information and their truthfulness, that
undermines the democratic process and decision making in these societies. According to the findings
from this reasearch, numerous government agencieis and political parties throughout the world use
the social media as platfroms for spreading s.c. junk news, disinformation, implementation of systems
for control and censorship, as well as planned activities to undermine the trust in the media, public
institutions and science.
The list of countries where such activities are confirmed are led by the United States, Russia, China,
followed by Brazil, Austria, Germany, Mexico, Malaysia, Venezuela, the Philippines and others. The
presence of such manipulations in 48 countries has been confirmed and proved. In each of these (48)
countries at least one political party or government agency using social media to manipulate domestic
public opinion has been confirmed. Most often it is a case of organized dissemination of information
during elections and cases where countries feeling threatened by harmful news and foreign political
interference have taken counter-activities and organized online propaganda in response to these
estimated threats to them. The authors confirm that "Computational Propaganda," or propaganda
that uses automatic processing of large amounts of data, is on the rise. These tactics are
complemented by paid advertising and targeting of Social Media users, as well as manipulation of SEO
(search engine optimization, i.e. optimization of the results of the main online search engines). In
addition to the most popular social networks, Facebook and Twitter, automated manipulation
activities include services such as WhatsApp, Telegram and WeChat.
What are the key techniques in Social Media manipulation?
-Organizing cyber-troops (online or cyber troops, government or party online "soldiers") and
coordinating their activities on popular platforms. Their purpose is to reinforce certain propaganda
and take control of social media discussions.
-Part of the activities of online troops could be spreading ready-made propaganda through mass
publishing, sharing, liking, commenting, linking and so on. They can create false popularity, hysteria
or moral panic.
-Coordinated attacks on individuals and groups, as well as creation of de-focusing content from other
topics or problems. Planned and systematic attacks on individuals or smaller groups are carried out
through the so-called online trolling (mocking) and direct attacks through hate speech or other types
of verbal attacks and pressures. Their goal is to eliminate minority, alternative or civic narratives and
attitudes that are contrary to party or government policies. Such activities were found in 27 of the 48
states listed in the report.
-Creating bots, i.e. fake or bogus profiles and accounts for spreading and disseminating online
propaganda. Fake profiles can be controlled by a human factor or fully automated. Such cases have
been confirmed in 47 of the 48 countries in the report.
-Fake News Techniques: Creating completely fake content (text, photos, videos) and distributing them
online, or manipulating existing events complemented by misinformation.
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-Targeted propaganda, i.e. use of online data that allows different forms of propaganda to be sent to
different users, in order to influence them more effectively, especially in the electoral process (see
case, Cambridge Analytica).
Finally, we can conclude that social media manipulation has grown into a big business, and since 2010
more than half a billion dollars have been spent on research, development and implementation of
public opinion manipulation operations through social media. Counter measures have been set up in
some countries to identify and report misinformation, fake news, and fact-checking services.
However, the real challenges are yet to come, and with them the need to find new solutions.
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Abstract
The intensive development of science and technology, especially of the mass media, contributed to
an ongoing dialogue among communication and media scholars about the influences of mass media
on audiences and their everyday lives. Television, as the most popular and most powerful medium of
20th century, certainly played a crucial role in re-shaping the existing structures of everyday life and
appropriated the time previously allocated to use of other mass media and/or other leisure activities.
The inquiry into effects of violence on television is one of the most important research challenges for
a media scholar because violence is seen as socially dangerous and destructive, and is often seen as
act that is aimed at termination of human dignity (Kriegel, 2003 cited in Rotar, Z.N., 2005: 6). As
portrayals of violence (unfortunately) became an integral part of contemporary media culture,
especially youth culture, this paper will engage in analyzing the reception of violent television content
by adolescents in Republic of Macedonia.

Keywords: adolescents, television, attitudes, violence
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Introduction
Today's media are so convincing in accessing the public that hardly anyone can resist their influence.
Media became significant actors in society. Last century, television became a medium that has
reached most people for most of the time.
Television is a medium of convenience, which gives fun, satisfaction and meets many expectations of
both children and adults. Television is part of the family, so one child stated "my family, we are mum,
dad, TV and me!" (Košir, Ranfl, 1996, cited in Rotar, Z.N., 2005: 4).
One of the top authorities in investigating violence on TV Georg Gerbner (1995: 278-283) defines
violence as "the form of using physical force, with or without weapons, directed against itself or
against another, and has consequence as wounds or death ". According to Gerbner's theory, the more
people watch TV, the more they fear the "real" life, that is, the possible violence in real life.
The impact of TV violence on society has been studied and vigorously debated. Based on the
cumulative findings of various research over the years, scientific and non-governmental organizations
and associations have made a conclusion that viewing violence on television has a harmful effect (Key
Facts, 2003). Exposure to TV violence can lead to aggressive behavior in real life. As the digital era
progresses with increased numbers of images and sounds, media violence will undoubtedly continue
to be the main concern of the public and scientists, but also of parents.

1. Violence in the contents of television programs
The National Television Violence Study, made at the University of California, Santa Barbara (1998), is
the largest survey to collect data for analyzing the content of television programs, including three
consecutive TV seasons from 1994 to 1997. It has been concluded that almost two out of three TV
programs contained some kind of violence or about 6 violent acts in one hour; less than 5% of these
programs have promoted anti-violence topics or pro-social messages with an emphasis on alternatives
to violence or their consequences; cartoons show an average of about 10,000 violent scenes annually,
from which researchers estimate that at least 500 are at high risk of learning and imitating aggression
or leading to desensitization of violence (Key Facts, 2003).
Studies have shown that teenage violence at the age of 19 is greater if watching TV violence by the
age of 8 is frequent. The researchers spotted violence in 85% of movies that are broadcast on TV every
day. They call this violence "psychologically harmful" and in that direction they singled out cartoons
and children's programs that often present the violence as "unrealistic" and without consequences or
punishments. The US Medical Chamber blames violence on TV screens as partly responsible for the
sharp increase in juvenile violence between 1976 and 1992. It is also considered that TV impoverishes
the sense of community. Children who watch TV trust other people less and they participate less in
organized children's activities outside the home.
The scenes of horror, fear and violence dominate the TV screens. Thus, in the United States,
violence is displayed in more than 2/3 of the overall program. A 17-year-old attended scenes of 18,000
murders. Showing this violence is present in cinemas, comic books and many other media. The scenes
of violence, horror, and fear act much more strongly on young people than adults, because they are
very much empathized and entered into the characters and their destinies, and in addition children
accept the events on the screen as if they were real truth. It is estimated that 50% of the television
program contains violence that can be psychologically damaging (Аџаип, 2008: 40).
On the basis of previous investigations (Krilić, 2010), 4 types of violence are identified and are
considered to make it difficult for children to understand the seriousness of genuine violence in
people:
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- unpunished violence: it is considered that even one-third of the violent programs in the United States
include negative impacts that are not punished or punished at the very end of the program;
- painless violence: victims in almost half acts (violence scenes) do not show pain, so it is believed that
this kind of presentation of violence contains a message that violence does not cause pain, injuries or
even death;
- joyful violence: this kind of violence often appears in cartoons, where the characters who are
constantly hurt are funny. These messages make children insensitive to the severity of violence and
tell them that violence is ridiculous;
- Heroic violence: about 40% of all acts of violence on television in USA initiate characters that are
portrayed as positive (as examples). Such portraiture of heroes is thought to encourage children to
commit violent behavior. The violence that the "good boy" makes to protect someone may even be a
bigger problem than the "bad boy" violent act.
One should not insist on the complete eviction of violence in the media, because it would not be
reasonable and desirable. This would not solve the problem of violence that is present in the real life
of the modern man. Excessive portrays of violence as entertainment must be condemned. This is
especially due to the fact that many scenes point to a message that violence is a good way to solve
problems and to achieve certain goals. Particularly negative for the young is the violence that is not
punished, and even more if it is in some way rewarded.
1.1. Adolescents Exposure to violence on television
Surveys on the impact of violence show a variety of outcomes for young people. The researchers
focused primarily on aggressiveness, an outcome that psychologists defined as, any behavior, physical
or verbal, which intends to hurt another person. Physical aggression can range from less serious
attacks, such as pushing, through more serious physical contact and beatings, to very serious violent
acts that carry the risk of injuries and deaths, such as robbery, rape, and murder. Some studies focus
on how violence affects aggressive thinking, including beliefs and attitudes. Other studies have
focused on the impact on aggressive emotions - i.e. the emotional reactions of the type of rage, anger
associated with aggressive behavior. Dominant evidence suggests that violent behavior often stems
from one cause rather than from various factors that converge over time and contribute to this
behavior. Accordingly, the impact, no matter how strong or weak, is best viewed as one of the many
potential factors that shape aggressive behavior.
More researches support the theory that explains how exposure to violence triggers aggressive
behavior or acceptance of such attitudes.
In perhaps the first longitudinal study on this topic, initiated and implemented in 1960, with 856
young people in the state of New York, Husmann and his associates (Eron, Lefkowitz & Walder cited
in Huesmann et al., 2003) found that presence of violence on TV in boys in early childhood is
statistically correlated with their aggressive and antisocial behavior 10 years later, even when initial
aggression, social classes, education, and other relevant variables were controlled. A re-examination
of the same children after 22 years showed that their aggression in youth "predicted" criminal
activities in their 30s of life (Huesmann et al., 2003).
Studies in recent decades have shown that the correlation between watching TV violence and
aggression in childhood and adolescence is obvious. It has been confirmed that exposure to violence
causes an increase in aggressive behavior immediately after seeing and that there is a long-lasting
effect of exposure to early childhood violence on aggression in youth.
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2. Attitudes of Senior High School Student in the Republic of Macedonia towards violence on
television

In order to determine the attitude of adolescents to violence on television, they responded to a
series of questions related to his television broadcasting and his presence in real life.
Adolescents from both sexes define the "violent program" as a program that shows the very act of
violence against a person (29.81%) and as a program of abusive speech, a lot of beating and weapons
(20.51%). The summarized and comparative results of defining the violent program are shown in Table
1.
In my opinion, violent program is:

Sum.

male

Female

a program that shows the intention to commit violence

10,42%

11,11

9,86

a program that shows the very act of violence against a person

29,81%

31,18

28,69

a program that shows violence against another living being

13,62%

13,26

13,91

a program that shows the consequences of the violence

10,74%

12,18

9,57

a program that shows psychological harassment

14,90%

10,03

18,84

a program of abusive speech, a lot of beating, weapons

20,51%

22,22

19,13

Table 1. Summarized and comparative data on the definition of the violent program

Adolescents of both sexes who defined domestic violence (411) most often recognized it in the forms
of physical or psychological abuse of family members by another family member (41.12%). The other
definitions given by adolescents for domestic violence are shown in Graph 1 and Table 2.
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5.61%

6.08%
3.16%

9.97%
10.95%

41.12%
3.16%
19.95%

physical or psychological harassment
physical harassment, beatings, brutality
parents' violence against children or each other
something I do not wish for anyone, bad, unlawful
the greatest punishment for a man
violation of human rights
harassment
other
Graph 1. Summarized data for defining family violence
In my opinion, family violence is:

male

physical or psychological harassment

37.51% 44.29%

physical harassment, beatings, brutality

17.19% 22.37%

parents' violence against children or each other

female

5.94%

something I do not wish for anyone, bad, unlawful 11.97% 10.04%
the greatest punishment for a man

21.36%

violation of human rights

11.97%

harassment

11.42%

other

5.94%

Table 2. Compared data for defining family violence
For this research, it was of interest, whether the adolescents witnessed domestic violence. According
to the analyzed data, very small number of adolescents often and always, or almost always, witnessed
domestic violence (3.63%). Data on whether adolescents have been witnesses of domestic violence
are shown in Graph 2.
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3.20%
14.96%
0.43%

81.41%
never or almost never

sometimes

often

always or almost always

Graph 2. Summarized data on the claim: I have witnessed domestic violence
Displaying content with a lot of violence on television was also of interest to this research. Most of the
adolescents generally agree that content is broadcast on television with a lot of violence (42, 73%).
Girls increasingly recognize violence in television content (41.32%) versus boys (26.54%). The
summarized and comparative data for displaying content with a lot of violence on television are
presented in Graph 3 and Graph 4.

7.69%
34.19%

15.38%

42.73%

Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Graph 3. Summarized data on the claim: Television displays content with a lot of violence
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41.32%

42.03% 43.39%

26.54%
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

20.35%
10.74%
6.61%
4.55%

strongly agree

agree

disagree

male

strongly disagree

female

Graph 4. Comparative data on the claim: Television displays content with a lot of violence

Most adolescents (56.84%) do not want to watch programs with lots of violence. Regarding the
desire/need for viewing content with a lot of violence, the results show a significant gender difference.
Girls less than boys want to see content with violence 72.31% of girls vs. 40.26% of boys. The
summarized and comparative data for this claim is shown in Graphs 5 and 6 show.

5.77%

1.28%

36.11%
56.84%

never or almost never

sometimes

often

always or almost always

Graph 5. Summarized data on the claim: I want to watch programs with a lot of violence
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72.31%

46.46%
80.00%

40.26%

70.00%

26.45%

60.00%
11.94%

50.00%
40.00%

1.32%1.24%

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
never or
almost never

sometimes

male

often

always or
almost always

female

Graph 6. Comparative data on the claim: I want to watch programs with a lot of violence

The survey also provided data regarding the expression of whether there should be content with
violence on television. The results show that the largest percentage (41.24%) generally disagree that
such content should be on television. Unlike boys (26.10%), girls (38.43%) do not agree at all with
violent content to be shown on television. Graph 7 and Graph 8 show the summarized and
comparative data on whether there should be contents with violence on television.

5.13%
21.15%

32.48%

41.24%

Strongly agree
Disagree

agree

Strongly disagree

Graph 7. Summarized data on the claim: Content with violence should be on television
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42.92%
39.67%

45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

38.43%

26.10%

24.77%
17.77%

6.19%
4.13%

Strongly agree

Agree

male

Disagree

Strongly disagee

female

Graph 8. Comparative data on the claim: Content with violence should be on television

The last question from the segment of the analysis of the attitude of adolescents to the presentation
of violence on television was related to age, that is, whether adolescents should be permitted to watch
programs with violence on television at their age. 37.82% of the respondents agree mainly on this.
The summarized and comparative data on whether adolescents should be permitted to watch
programs with violence are shown in Graph 9 and Graph 10.

7.90%

18.16%

37.82%
36.11%

Strongly agree
Disagree

Agree
strongly disagree

Graph 9. Summarized data on the claim: Young people of my age should be allowed to watch programs
with violence on television
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39.26%
36.28%

40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

39.26%
32.74%

19.01%
17.25%
13.71%

2.48%

Strongly agree

Agree

male

Disagree

Strongly disagree

female

Graph 10. Comparative data on the claim: Young people of my age should be allowed to watch
programs with violence on television

CONCLUSION
Violence on television, by adolescents, is defined as a program that shows the very act of violence
against a person (29.81%). Regarding the violence on television, there is a significant difference in its
representation in relation to gender. Girls fully agree that programs show a lot of violence (41.32%)
on TV, while only 26.54% of boys agree with this claim.
Numerous studies (summarized in Aџаип, 2008: 61-64) show that the constant viewing of films with
excessive violence is in a positive correlation with the aggressive behavior of young people. Viewing
aggressive models provokes imitation of such behavior in them and is correlated with their aggressive
reactions, first with the parents, and then in their behavior in the society (Stojanoski in the Совет за
радиодифузија на Република Македонија, 2000).
Adolescents believe that violence on television can have a negative impact on others, but not on them
and/or their classmates. Adolescents generally agree that young people of their age should be allowed
to watch programs with violence on television (37.82%). Those who disagree with this (18.16%)
believe that by watching violence on television, violence can be accepted as a way of behavior (50%).
Studying the impact of films with violence, shows that they can have a cathartic role, but those that
are appropriate to the age of viewers (Huesmann et al., 2003: 203). On the other hand, scenes of
torture, kidnapping, robberies, pornography, many murders are devastating to the psyche, and play a
very negative role on the young. Permanent viewing of such spectacles prevents adequate adaptation,
fiction becomes reality, negative attitudes are accepted and identification is made with pathological
patterns. This is due to the insufficient maturity of the young, the insufficient possibility of critical
thinking, and the still underdeveloped capacity to separate fiction from reality (Adzhaip, 2008: 85-90).
In reality, violence exists. Whether violence is born in society, TV reflects it, or TV creates it and
individuals in society replicate it, it is always open to discussion. But saturation with violence, both on
television and in real life, emphasizes the need for educational shows and also such films with
educational content.
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Sometimes people ask me if I can print my works in some easier way, like, with printer or with
some other machine that will do it for me. From time to time, I am asking myself the same question
as well and instead of simple answer, I have more questions. Then I think about all the different ways
of drawing, literary all of the techniques from the past are in disposal for us to use them, and by the
means of modern technologies, all of them can be reproduced and in high quality prints. After while I
realize that there is only one question in the first place: Why am I using printmaking techniques?
Simple answer is that I like to draw with different tools capable of leaving physical trace. By
cutting and scratching the drawing into prepared smooth surface and having in mind the final mirror
image, drawing process is completely different experience. Moreover, on some level I like the
preparation and the manual printing process as well.
In addition, I am using traditional printmaking techniques, because they are the only way to
print the drawings that I am creating, by the means of different tools for cutting and engraving.
Drawing on plates made from different materials, such as wood, linoleum, zinc, copper or any other
new polymer that allows working with burin, needle, knife or chisel. Drawing with printmaking tools
allows different sensation than drawing with pencil or brush, and therefore, the creation that comes
out of it is different in the sense of visual manner specific for given technique as well. When cutting
the line on the plate, the mind process is different than drawing with material that leaves trace on the
surface by spending itself on it, or digital, without spending itself, but leaving the trace anyway. When
drawing with knifes, the surface itself becomes the drawing, and printing from it means leaving the
exact trace in reverse, on different surfaces, repeatedly.
For contemporary artists traditional printmaking process is not only about the printing the
matrix on a piece of paper, it is about the matrix itself as well, and the prints from that matrix are in a
way; direct witnesses of the original creation. As such, their purpose is to spread the original vision by
these means of multiplication.
However, the important question that requires answer that is more objective, is following:
Why printmaking matters?
The choice, and call, to use printmaking techniques as a way of artistic expression, is privilege
of our modern and technologically advanced society, in which people are usually neglecting, or rather,
forgetting its importance in the creating process of that same society.
Since the time of its invention, printmaking has its own place in history and, one of the leading
role in it. By the means of different techniques for multiplication, people gain the unique possibility
for long distant cultural, educative and scientific communication. People were able to distribute and
share their knowledge by this new gained tool of distribution, and soon, the world started to change
in the way that was not possible before. New, precise exchange of information has started to shape
the realm. The knowledge that was a privilege of higher classes started to spread among the people
by the means of printmaking techniques.
It all started with the technique based on cutting the surface of the smooth wooden block
around the lines of previously prepared drawing on a top of it. Wooden block is called printing matrix,
and, when finished, it serves to leave trace on smooth surfaces by applying pressure on it. The name
of the technique name is wood block print, or, in short, woodcut. It is a high relief printmaking
technique, means that the surface of the matrix is the one who carries the image for transfer.
As far as we know, people in Asia were aware of this important communication tool long
before it reached Europe. People in China were familiar with a technique of woodcut and they were
using it for printing decorative patterns on fabric, as well as illustrations of religious themes found in
different manuscripts from that time. One of the oldest preserved and known woodcuts are from the
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9th century and they represents religious illustration executed with linear contour drawings. The prints
itself are witnessing that the technique is not in the rudimentary stage, and probably was used and
developed long before the dated illustrations.
In Europe, however, woodcut printing was delayed until the arrival of paper, which was
centuries after its invention in Asia, and its long history of distribution and development. Not much
time before that happened, western people used woodblocks for printing decorations and patters on
fabrics, and by the beginning of the 13thcentury, first manufactures of printed fabrics were open in
different European cities.
Pace da Fabriano was the man who brought the recipe for papermaking in Venice, and by the
end of the 13th century, there were more rug paper manufacturers. The distribution across the western
world slowly started to spread one of the future most important materials for communication.
However, a long time had passed until the paper spread across the west, and even longer until it was
economically acceptable. Almost century passed until first woodcut prints started to show among the
western people. Some of the oldest printed images found, from the 14th century, are pilgrimages and
playing cards. Pilgrimages were single page images with religious motif, usually portraits of different
saints. They printed them on a rug piece of paper from previously prepared wooden block. Pilgrimages
cards, were usually, printed and sold by the monks in the monasteries.
Soon, they become very popular among the common people in Western Europe countries.
They were, with its simplicity, an effective way of communication. Moreover, importantly, they
prepared the ground for the following period. As soon as they noticed them, because of their fast
distribution and popularity among people, The Guild of Scribers and illuminators forbade them,
believing that drawing and writing should be only by hand, and they persecuted anyone that was
making or selling prints. In order to disguise the prints as drawings, woodcutters were colouring them
manually to make them look like drawings. Woodcutters, marked as forgers in some places, were not
safe until the installation of printing press in Sorbonne in 1470. This is important mainly because it
gives a mark of the transition period in which the old ways are in denial with the changes to come.
These simple prints, along with the playing cards, who were so popular at the time by
preparing and printing them for the needs of the common people, were a contribution of the
repetitive exact pictorial statement development and its wide usable possibilities.
In the middle of the 15th century, in Germany and Nederland ware created woodblocks
displaying not only an image, but the text as well. These printed series called Block-Books were
woodcuts accompanied by text cut in reverse and they would be a logical step toward the future press
with movable letters, if they were examples dated before 1470. However, there are not, and therefore
we cannot take Block-Books as pre-letterpress. The letterpress was discovered by Guttenberg and
installed in 1470 in Sorbonne and soon, across Europe. Block-Books were still printed, and, in fact,
they were very popular throughout 16th century. Some of them were in high demand, so numerous
editions were printed. These editions were hard to produce, but wooden blocks at the time were more
durable than the first metal movable types, and they was already an established technique. Latter,
they were using those wooden as illustrations within the other publications made by Guttenberg’s
press.
The fact that, at least two people from different places, in the same time, could see and read
exactly the same image and text is of the greatest importance for the human society. With the
invention of woodcut technique, our civilization discourse has begun its long journey toward our
already printed future. As William M. Ivins Jr, in his Prints and Communications stated, with his own
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words: repeating exact pictorial statements is the biggest invention of humanity since the invention
of writing.
One of the most influential artists that contributed to the printmaking techniques in the 16th
century was Albrecht Durer. He was a skilful painter with all of the characteristic of the high
renaissance, and the taste of the middle ages’ German aesthetic. However, as much as he was a gifted
as painter, his woodcuts were the ones who made him famous and recognized all over the Europe. His
designs were prepared with obvious knowledge of the technique and its limitations. There are
indications that Durer itself cut some of his first woodcuts, so it is reasonable to presume that he had
a first-hand knowledge. The level of detail and his obsession with perfection, plus his team of
engravers that had only one goal, perfection in execution, are giving us one of the greatest woodcut
art prints in history. Those prints influenced many, not only in his lifetime, but also in the centuries
that followed. Until the end of the 16th century woodcut prints were a result of direct preserving of
the artists drawings, transferred onto the woodblock that later was cut around the lines by
professional engraver.
After woodcuts or woodblock prints, there were other techniques invented. Engraving on
metal plates with the tool called burin or graver was one of them. This technique is opposite of high
relief printmaking. By cutting the line into a metal or copper plate, which is previously polished and
smooth, we are making room for the colour to enter and fill the line itself. This is technique is called
intaglio relief printmaking.
Later, the process of mechanical cutting off the lines, similar to woodcut process of cutting,
lead to usage of acid to do the cutting or engraving instead. By the invention of this new etching
techniques, more of the contemporary artists were able to prepare the drawings on the plates by
them self. In the 17th century, Rembrandt van Rijn was probably, the most important of them all. His
etchings are probably one of the first prints prepared and printed by the artist itself by using the
technique as medium for expression.
Aside from Rembrandt, the mannerism of the line was, pretty much dictated, by the guild of
engravers, who were adapting the drawings to their own manner, or style, that was already
established. Style that reached highest peaks with Durer’s engravings and woodcuts. The engravers
and printmakers ware making money out of reproductions of famous paintings, sculptures and copies
of original reproductions prints. They developed a manner to satisfy the more demanding society who
already felt the effect of cheap images and reproductions.
Rubens was among the artists who recognized the financial possibilities of printmaking. He
had his own workshop with engravers and printmakers, and they were making black and white
reproductions of his paintings. Even that the Rubens himself guided the printmaking process; his prints
were mainly commercial reproductions of his artworks and unfortunately, they were not his medium
for artistic expression.
In general, by the reason of demand, more and more printmaking studios opened up and the
result was a decrease in the print quality and progressive artistic contribution. Entrepreneurs were
using drawings and sketches made by different artists for money, processing them further in the
studio. By doing this correction, the original drawing and sensibility of the artist signature was lost,
and the result was a mere image with raw and unsecure informational value.
Rembrandt was probably exception from this, like in his paintings, his genius was using other
tool than brush and his etching prints were powerful as his paintings. After him, two centuries later,
Francisco Goya was another important artist-printmaker. He made his prints in the most unexpected
manner. He made the first modern art prints. He criticized the whole system and spread the word
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around. In the times when paintings were objects of discussion and criticism, as well as privilege for
the higher class, these prints found their ways to a different, larger audience and they achieved what
paintings could not.
In 19th century, printmaking turned back to the wood blocks. At the end of the 18th century,
in Britain, a printmaker Thomas Bewick, developed a process of wood engraving. He discovered that
burin tools, used for coper or metal engravings, can be used in the same manner on the end grain of
the wooden block, on the harder side. In addition, unlike the metal engravings, which are intaglio, he
printed the plate as high relief, discovering the higher level of details and harder more durable matrix
plate. The 19the century became the century of wood engravings. Even early photographs were
transferred on a woodblock and latter engraved and printed.
With the invention of lithography in the end of the 18th century by Alois Senefelder, as easy
method of printing text and images, by drawing them with oil-based pencils or colour on the smooth
block of stone surface, printmaking went even further in the process of technological development.
Technique was innovative not only because it is practical usage, but for its change of the tools and
method of preparing the matrix. Technique allows the painter or artist to express himself with his own
tools, with brushes and pencils, without further processing the drawing and changing the look of the
stroke or any kind of limitation. Technique was accepted and widely used for illustrations and different
advertising materials such as posters, brochures, flyers etc.
Lithography was also suitable for illustrations and publication design. At the time, possibilities of
drawing and painting on the lithography stone contributed spreading the idea of art itself and the new
upcoming aesthetic of the 20th century. Most of the important artist from the following century tried
this natural, in technical manner, technique of making art and multiplying it.
At the end of the 19th century, Robert Barclay invented offset printing. Process was combination
of 19th century technology for transferring images and Richard March Hoe’s rotary printing press based
on a metal cylinder instead of lithography stone. Offset printing becomes and stays one of the main
printing techniques in the 20th century and it is still in usage to its further leaving in history as one of
the first printing technologies.
The importance of printmaking in historical context, is in its contribution to development of the
human thought of scientific, philosophic and technological aspect, rather than in visual arts it self. By
developing the means of spreading the knowledge, our western and later global civilization turned in
specific discourse that lead us to the point of today’s technologically advanced society. The need of
our western civilization to imitate nature and to make actual and precise copies of things from our
material reality is probably the fuel that lead us to the invention of photography. Photography was
the other historical turnoff for humanity. For the first time in history, humanity is capable to make
material reflections of reality without subjective interpretation of third party. Images are exact and
most important, objective copies made of the excepted reality images. The century’s long goal of the
artists to present and capture nature in the most precise manner, becomes subjective and by that,
irrelevant for all the fields that needed it before. From the first photoetching in the beginning of the
19th century to the first flexible plastic films at the end of it, photography started its long-term process
of improving the quality and with it, and the possibilities of it. Even today, we are witnessing this
technological progress that goas beyond the fantasies of the pioneers who invented it. We are able to
discover the deep space and smallest micro particles. Quality seems to reach its peak, but we are still
amazed with the new boundaries that technology is braking. Truth is that the process is far from over,
and we do not know what the world is going to look like in 50 years from now, if we keep the tempo.
For two hundred years, humanity is building the new perspective that started with the invention of
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photography whose preparations started long back in the 14th century with the first woodblock prints
as news bringers of the upcoming era of communications.
In a manner of speaking, with the discovering of photography, no matter how long the process
of technological development was, considering image quality, for the first time in history, artists were
alone to create their own path of creation. All previous art needed a re-evaluation, and for the first
time, all of the considered artworks were under question. What is art? Moreover, what is not? New
era was on the way.
This evaluation was necessary to give the world something more than illustrations, no matter
how genius some of them were. People were imagining the world trough images of artistic
interpretations, and that is the one value that stayed in the new art definition. Now, we are separating
the artistic values from the photographical reproduction of reality. Artistic interpretations are valued
because of their different visual and emotional expression. Perhaps, the prints were one of the first
who made the discourse towards the new values. Rembrandt and Goya were the pioneers of the final
artistic purpose of printmaking in the future to follow. Their prints were bold, innovative, and more
personal. Prints, unlike paintings, were not directly under the eye of the demanding art scene, and the
censorship was easier to avoid. They were meant for a wider audience.
We can easily presume that, printmaking, from lettering to illustration, is born out of necessity
for mass production and multiplication. In our digitally and technologically advanced society, where
we have advanced ways, in quality as well as quantity, the question appears by its self; why we are
still using traditional printmaking techniques? Is this just the way to make copies or something more?
To understand contemporary printmaking, we need to understand its process as well as the
aesthetic and sensibility of the artists as individuals.
Printmaking art or graphic art is by definition-applied art, and it is following the major main
streams in art practices since the very beginning. Multiplication of printed matrix on paper has already
purpose outside of the necessity or artistic expression and urge to create. In their essence, all art is
applied. Difference is in the aspect of their human counteraction. Visual, or fine art works essence is
in individual communication provoked by an intellectual or aesthetical response. Unlike Graphic
design, which is by definition applied, and its field of influence that is spreading from selling products
to spiritual or political propaganda, and its message is clear.
Illustration, on the other hand, is also applied art, which is in connection with book
publishing and graphic design. From educational and scientific, to children and fantasy illustrations
are in almost every publication and advertising material from the very beginning. If we go even further
back, we can easily conclude that most of the art that we recognize is illustrative. Contemporary
illustration as product of artistic reflection of multi-layered purpose that extends on different aspect.
It is difficult to make difference between drawings and illustration. For that, we have to define them
separately in order to compare them. Defining itself when it comes to matters as drawing and
illustration is nonsense because there can never be accepted objective definition for them. Most of it
is matter of perception of the individuals.
Printmaking techniques, unlike printing technologies, are technical processes that are
established and by its simplicity, they do not leave space for drastic changes in the basics of their
mechanic of function. Quality of the materials is changing; new innovative materials are to replace the
old traditional ones; linoleum, for example is to replace the woodblock, but it is only addition in the
variety of the same technique. New polymers, more quality colours, papers, rollers, presses, overall,
materials get to be improved, but the technique stays the same. Printing technologies, on the other
hand, are processes that are in the constant technological development.
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With our entering into the digital era, printing technologies are changing and improving, as
the printmaking is staying open to additions in its palette of techniques. Technologies as much
advanced and complicated as they are, are developing process whose final establishing is far from
visible, and they still relay on more factors in order to work.
Artist printmakers, from the beginning of the invention of the techniques, are part with fine
art practices, like painting and sculpture, and through their passion for self-expression by the means
of different printmaking techniques, with their own specific tools for leaving marks; they are
contributing to the contemporary visual art culture with undeniable importance in today’s global,
digital culture. The beginning is stuck with the continuous process of visual development of our
century, and probably will stay when that process come to its end.

**************************************

My field of interest and contribution as printmaker is mainly in the high relief techniques. High
relief printmaking is the process that I found most appropriate for my personal artistic sensibility, and
I found that drawing with knifes and chisel is the most satisfying process for expressing my visual idea.
Procedure for preparing a block cut print from wood to linoleum, or some new adequate
polymer plate, is to draw a project and to transfer the mirror image of the same project on the printing
blank plate. This is the traditional way of preparing the plate for cutting the whites around the lines.
Other, more modern way is to transfer or draw the contour and to cut the lines more freely, by using
the shapes of different tools that are leaving different marks. In the first case, we are using the tools
as engravers from the past, mechanically with skills to cut all the necessary whites with ease. Second
way is more intuitive, with drawn or partially drawn plan for the matrix plate. It is half way of drawing
directly with tools for engraving. The third way of the logical line of continuity is drawing and finishing
the plate directly with tools for engraving.
First and the second principal are usual way of working and the way that by order allows
practicing for the third principal, which is the most intuitive, because of its simplicity in performing
the task from beginning to end, blending the skill of engraving and artistic vision that needs to be cut
in the matrix. It is a differently shaped vision than the one that appears when drawing with pencil, and
defined with black colour as final prep for cutting. The chisel itself, as tool for direct drawing is quite
different from its usage for cutting the necessary parts only. As we are adapting to the differences of
drawing with pencils than the drawings with brushes, chisels are making the similar difference in the
skill and performance practice.
Following two ends in the cut that tool is making, and levelling the deepness of the cut in
order to achieve thicker or thinner line, requires skill whose achievement can be reach only by
mechanical repetition of the same movements. In other words, adapting and accepting the difficulties
of the technique in order to learn your mind as well as your body to listen the idea and vision that you
perceive as artist. In addition to this writing, I am adding three of my linocuts made in the mentioned
manner.
Composition titled “Girl with a lot on her mind” (image no.1) presents a young woman, as
representative of our modern society. The manner of her undefined look, who is more associative
than realistic representation of the physical object, is to present young and unsecure personality, who
is struggling with the principals and ideals from the baggage of values that is receiving from her parents
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and ancestors. With the new age globalization and unifying of all values, our society is rearranging the
mind-set of the next generation. Image tends to portray the inner shape of the model, which is the
new generation that is defining itself as result of our social tendencies and concepts.
“Flower blower” (image no.2) follows the same idea thru portraying the result of our lack of
life concept, and constructive values that eventually will bring the conclusion in our existence. Portrait
of a young man that blows dandelion represents the sleepy nature of our childhood. State of delusion
that life is endless and we have time for achieving whatever we want to achieve. Like a library with
knowledge and satisfaction of the idea that the any of that knowledge is on a reach whenever we
needed it. This culture if not a direct result of the new digitally connected society for sure is feeding
this cultural decease of accepted ignorance hidden under the fake security that Medias are providing.
“Cityscape” (image no.3) presents an urban landscape thru dynamic of lines and patterns as
an expression of the modern dystopia of unprepared and overpopulated communities. Geometry,
shadows of people, animals, hidden faces…Crowded and balanced in it is cacophony in the same time.
Accepting and adapting in the world of lines and shapes by creating original pattern as part of the
imposed matrix called objective reality. We see beauty, where the signs of destruction are ruining the
little of the human creation, we see hope where air too polluted to breathe.
At the risk of sounding pompous, I will complete this writing with the following statement; art
is not only to criticize the society, but also to witness the beauty in the world that tends to destroy
itself.
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1. “Girl with a lot on her mind”, linocut, paper size 35x50cm, image size 30x45cm, 2019
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2. “Flowerblower”, linocut, paper size 35x50cm, image size 30x45cm, 2019
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3. “Cityscape”, linocut, paper size 35x50cm, image size 30x45cm, 2019
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Abstract

The divine image according to Ibn Arabi represents the sum of God's attributes. The signs of God are
widespread through creation, and through their knowledge man knows the Creator. Yet, the clearest
sign of God is the perfect man, reflecting the perfection of God's attributes. Therefore, the perfect
man, as Ibn Arabi often points out, is a shining mirror of God's attributes. All creation is a mirror of its
Creator, in terms of the manifestation of His attributes in it, and man is the most glorious mirror of
the image of God because all the attributes of God with whom the cosmos is created are manifested
in man. Therefore, man is the only creature in which this double-sided knowledge which implies
knowledge of God on the one hand and knowledge of creation on the other is fully possible.
Regarding visualization as an opportunity for knowing God, Ibn Arabi points out that creation is
darkness and God is clear light. Light and darkness can never be combined, just as night cannot be
combined with day. Each of them covers the other.

Keywords: visualization, art, Islamic esthetic
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Introduction

Muhiddin Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Ali ibn Arabi (1165-1240), in the west known as Ibn Arabi, was
born on the 27th day of the month of Ramadan in Murcia, Andalusia. As his name suggests, he is of
Arab origin. From a young age, his father sees the potential in him, sending him to study Qur'anic
recitation and Quranic exegesis. In 1201, after his parents died and ended his first marriage, Ibn Arabi
left Spain with the intention of going to Mecca for pilgrimage. Since then he has not returned to Spain.
His extensive travels include North Africa, the Middle East and Anatolia. He visits Marrakech and
Morroco, Tunisia, Egypt, Mecca and Medina, Syria and Iraq, as well as the cities of Malatya, Sivas and
Konya in the Seljuk Empire. He travels around whole Islamıc world. On these trips he meets and
associates with spiritual travelers - ascetics and great spiritual teachers of the time. He spends his time
in fasting, prayer and contemplation. In 1223 he settled in Damascus, where he remained until the
end of his life. He is the author of about 400 works, the most famous of which is the Meccan
Revelations (Futuhat-i-Mekiyye) which reaches 17,000 pages. He got the inspiration for this work in
Mecca when he was on pilgrimage. Everything exposed in this and the other works is the product of
spiritual experience or contemplation of the reality in question. He says "... most of what I expose in
this work was opened to me by God as I circled around His House. Or as I sat waiting in His holy
temple.” 1 “I don't write books with my will and intent as others do, but I get powerful inspirations.” 2
Concerning the denial of the possibility of gaining direct spiritual inspiration in the heart of ordinary
believers, Sheikh highlights the content of one of these inspirations by explaining how the heavenly
voice addresses and says: “… If anyone asks you how you can claim inspiration after the Prophet of
Islam, with whom the revelations of God ended, answer that although after the cycle of Prophets the
angel of the revelation Jabrail does not come with the revelation, it does not mean that the divine
inspirations (ilham) of the hearts of the pious believers (awliya) were ceased to descend. This is
because God has not ceased to exist, nor will He stop inspiring His awliya with His secrets, thus making
the suns and stars of His knowledge shine in the skies of their hearts.” 3 The other capital work of Ibn
Arabi is “The Pearls of Wisdom” (Husus al Hikam). The rest of the works are short texts on a particular
topic.
Sheikh's life ends in Damascus. After his death, his tomb was abandoned, and over time people
forgot about it, until the conquest of Damascus by Sultan Selim I. The Sultan finds the tomb of Ibn
Arabi covered with rubbish and cries over it. In the end, the Sultan issues a legal decree (fatwa) that
highlights the value and importance of the Great Shaykh (Sheikh Akbar) and forbids attacking the
Shaykh and his teaching.
The teachings of ibn Arabi regarding visualization
As William Chittick, one of the best Western commentators of Ibn Arabi points out, the whole opus
of Ibn Arabi has its basis in the Qur'an and the traditions of Prophet (Hadith). Ibn Arabi's opus is an
exegesis of the Qur'anic verses and the Thessalonian traditions. Thus, Citik points out:

1

Chittick, William: The Sufi Path of Knowledge (State University of New York Press, 1989) 16.
Ibn Arabi: The Tree of Being (Archetype, 2005) 42.
3
Ibn Arabi: Contemplation of the Holly Misteries: Mashahid al Asrar. trans. Cecillia Twinch and Pablo
Beneito. Oxford: Anqa Publshing, 2008, 112.
2
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“Ibn Arabi affirms his logocentrism by claiming that his knowledge is exhausted by the revelations
of Qur'anic meanings. Meccan revelations, as Heikh often points out, are nothing but Qur'anic
exegesis. The word of God points to God through His signs (verses) just as the cosmos, which is also
the word of God emanating from the breath of mercy, points to God through His signs which are
represented by the phenomena of created things. Every letter of the Book of God abounds with
meanings ... ... so Shaykh examines each letter of the Qur'an and the traditions with particular respect.
No word is random. God and the Prophet never speak without pointing out exactly what they want to
point to.” 4
By this God is revealed through His attributes which are manifested in creation. But God is best
known in the bright mirror of His attributes, and that is the perfect man (insani kamil), the perfect sign
of the sum of these attributes and the place where they all manifest together. Thus, the perfect man
is created as an all-encompassing reality in which all the attributes of God are united, and thus the
perfect man is God's deputy created in His image. The divine image according to Ibn Arabi represents
the sum of God's attributes. The signs of God are widespread through creation, and through their
knowledge man knows the Creator. Yet, the clearest sign of God is the perfect man, reflecting the
perfection of God's attributes. This briefly describes the essence of the spiritual side of Islam called
Tasawwuf. In this regard, explaining Ibn Arabi's views, William Chittick points out:
“God has set his attributes in man just as he has set them in the cosmos. But in the cosmos the
attributes of God are scattered and incomplete, while in man they are assembled and perfected. In the
cosmos the properties are distinct, while in man the properties are relatively unified. The growth of the
human soul is reflected in the process in which it moves from darkness to light, from death to life, from
ignorance to knowledge, from motivation to will, from weakness to power, from injustice to justice. In
any case, the goal is the actualization of God's attributes in the form that man was created, but which
remains a relative potential until man has fully attained this actualization. Every spiritual state and
every spiritual level can be seen as stations in the process of actualizing one or more of the attributes.”
5

Therefore, the perfect man, as Ibn Arabi often points out, is a shining mirror of God's attributes. All
creation is a mirror of its Creator, in terms of the manifestation of His attributes in it, and man is the
most glorious mirror of the image of God because all the attributes of God with whom the cosmos is
created are manifested in man. Therefore, man is the only creature in which this double-sided
knowledge which implies knowledge of God on the one hand and knowledge of creation on the other
is fully possible. The knowledge of the signs of God manifested in the human image is the perfect
knowledge which implies knowledge of God, and thus the knowledge of the whole creation as God's
creation. Man knows God both through the manifestation of His attributes and signs in creation, and
through His attributes and signs manifested in himself. That is why real gnosis implies knowledge of
the world and self-knowledge, 6 which goes on to remove all the components of the soul that are
perishable and turn to perishable and which derive from the dark component of the human soul called
the ego (nafs). After man grasps the dark side of his existence, the flower of the spirit will blossom out
of him, because God inspires man's spirit from His spirit.
Regarding visualization as an opportunity for knowing God, Ibn Arabi points out that creation is
darkness and God is clear light. Light and darkness can never be combined, just as night cannot be
4

Chittick, William: The Sufi Path of Knowledge (State University of New York Press, 1989) 15.
Chittick, William: The Sufi Path of Knowledge (State University of New York Press, 1989) 17.
6
Self-knowledge is the beginning of the knowledge of God, according to the words of the Prophet: "He that
knew himself has known his Lord."
5
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combined with day. Each of them covers the other. Thus, there is a God and there is the created, and
if you see God you cannot see the created, and if you see the created you cannot see God. However,
as Ibn Arabi points out, this can be seen in that and that can be seen in this through the medium of
knowledge. 7 Ibn Arabi explains this with the body of Zayd, which has different organs such as head,
forehead, eyes, cheekbones, cheek, nose, mouth, hand, neck, leg, etc. If you show or see any of those
organs, you will say It is Zayd or I saw Zayd, it is the same Zayd. Ibn Arabi compares this to the
knowledge of God in creation. 8
However, Ibn Arabi understands this indirect knowledge and perception of God in creation as
seeing God's characters through which God acts in creation, and distinguishes this knowledge of God
from direct perception of God (mushahada), which is a direct perception without example, and is true
without no doubt. 9
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Abstract
With the arrival of the Ottomans, the structure of the cities began to change slowly. At the Balkans
people in the times before the Ottomans, used to settle at the castles and by arriving of the Ottomans
at the Balkans this kind of the castles started slowly to desapair, and towns have started to form
outside of the castles. With the development of each town, it gains a special status, "Šeher", what
actually means “city”. From today's perspective, one of the best way to understand the innovations
brought by the Ottomans to the Balkan is by examining the structures built by the Ottomans in the
Balkans. One of the most important things brought to the Balkans together with the constructed
structures is the foundation system, and thanks to this foundation system, the maintenance of the
builds have been maintained for centuries.
By following geographical route of this cities, we also can understand expansions of the Ottomans in
the Balkans and follow the way how they conquered the Balkans till the boarders with the AustriaHungarian Empire what is also really important fact for better understanding of the Ottoman's History.

Keywords: vakuf fondation, Isa-beg, architecture, city plans,
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İntroduction
When we look at the history of the Balkans, we can easily see that the Balkans were always a scene of
cultural conflicts. By looking exactly at history of the Balkans, we can also understand the intensity of
the waves that were brought by a particular cultures. Some of these waves continued to go forward,
some of them stopped right in the Balkan, and at the end some of them simply added a new shape to
the kaleidoscope of various Balkan cultures and slowly disappeared. With the arrival of the Ottomans
in the Balkans, we see that the local Balkan culture, which was characterized by restless and different
wars, until that time, has faced a completely new culture. With the arrival of the Ottomans, the
structure of the cities began to change slowly. At the Balkans people in the times before the Ottomans,
used to settle at the castles and by arriving of the Ottomans at the Balkans this kind of the castles
started slowly to desapair, and towns have started to form outside of the castles. With the
development of each town, it gains a special status, "šeher", what actually means “city”. From today's
perspective, one of the best way to understand the innovations brought by the Ottomans to the
Balkan is by examining the structures built by the Ottomans in the Balkans. One of the most important
things brought to the Balkans together with the constructed structures is the foundation system, and
thanks to this foundation system, the maintenance of the builds have been maintained for centuries.
Generally, every foundation built in the Balkans during the Ottomans consisted of mosque, Turkish
bath, caravanserai-han and bazaar, built close to each other like a complex. Each of these structures
has made a strong contribution to the development of cities in a unique way and has also affected
people and their habits. While doing this work, through the existence of the foundation of Isa Bey,
one of the most important figures of the Ottoman period in the Balkans I have tried to show to what
extent the existence of a foundation contributed to the sustainability of the existence of these
buildings, the development and even creation of new cities.
In my work, I have focused on Isa Bey's foundations in three big cities, Skopje, Novi Pazar and
Sarajevo. Role of Isa Beg in the Ottoman Empire can be better understood by following his foundations
and all the things that he did in these cities. Isa Beg was founder of Novi Pazar and Sarajevo, and his
grandfather was founder of Skopje. By following geographical route of this cities, we also can
understand expansions of the Ottomans in the Balkans and follow the way how they conquered the
Balkans till the boarders with the Austria-Hungarian Empire what is also really important fact for better
understanding of the Ottoman's History.

History of the Ishaković family

The history of the Ishaković family at the Balkans begins with the conquest of Skopje in 1392 by the
Ottomans in the Balkans. There are two theories about the origins of Ishaković. According to the first
theory, it is mentioned that this family is the 'clean Turkish family' that migrated from Saruhan to the
Balkans, and according to the other theory, it is claimed that the family of Ishaković’s were a Christian
family that accepted Islam and by accepting the new religion became one of the famous Islamized
family in the Balkans. The conqueror of Skopje was Pasha Yigit Beg, whose origins were from Saruhan,
and he was part of the II Sultan Murad's army. Pasha Yigit Beg conquered Skopje in 1392 and was
named as ‘fatih-I uskubi’ what actually means the conqueror of Skopje, at the year of 1392 he became
the first Sanjakbeg of Skopje. According to two theories that I have mentioned at the beginning, we
see two results, Ishak Beg was either real son of Pasa Yigit or following the second theory Pasa Yigit
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adopted him. The inscription of Ishak Beg's mosque built in Skopje contributes most to the fact that
the first theory is correct, because in his inscription at the entrance of the mosque, it is written that
Ishak Beg is the son of Pasha Yigit Beg. 1 Whatever the origins of Ishaković would be, whether Turkish
or Christian, it does not change the fact that this family played a very important role in conquering
and managing the lands of the Ottomans in the Balkans. Especially by conquering many places in
Macedonia, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina and establishing foundations there, they made
important contributions to the formation of Ottoman cities in the Balkans and to the development of
urbanism in the Balkan geography. Ishak Beg and his son, Isa Beg, have played an important role
especially in ending the Serbian Despotism. Between 1392 and 1414, Pasha Yigit was the Sandzakbeg
of Skopje, after his death, this relay was inherited to Ishak Beg between 1414 and 1443. Ishak Beg also
became the first Sanjakbeg of Smederevo Sanjak, the biggest sanjak in the Balkans. Sınce 1443, Isa Beg
became the Sanjakbeg of Skopje. As the Ottomans settled in the center of the Balkans, it enabled Isa
Beg to conquer new lands in the Balkans as a commander of the Ottoman army. Between 1448-1451,
Isa Beg established the Bosnian Sanjak between Višegrad and Sarajevo. And this newly formed banner
was under administration of the Skopje Eyalet. In this newly conquered territory, Isa Beg became the
founder of two cities in the Bosnian Sanjak, first, city of Novi Pazar was established in 1455, and a few
years later, the city of Sarajevo was established by Isa Beg Ishaković. 2

The foundations of Isa Beg in Skopje

Pasha Yigit Beg, who was sent to conquer Serbia in 1390, succeeded in conquering an important city
of these regions, Skopje in 1392. After he conquered Skopje, Pasha Yigit Beg placed to Skopje and its
surrounding areas, the Turkmens that were brought from Saruhan, Central Asia to the Balkans. After
Pasha Yigit Beg became the Sanjakbeg of Skopje, he succeeded to make Skopje one of the three most
important centers of the Ottoman State in the Balkans.
In the following years, with the architectural works built by his son Ishak Beg and grandson Isa Beg,
Skopje gained the appearance of an Ottoman city. In this period, the poets used to compare Skopje
with
Bursa.
,,Skopje is face of the paradise gardens at this world. It is Bursa of Rumelia, this is the black birthmark
on the face of this bride. "Ibn Kemal, 16th century. 3 The structures built by Isa Beg contributed to the
creation of Skopje as an Ottoman city. The buildings that were built as a part of Isa Beg’s foundation
were important in both, religious and functional aspects. Some of the buildings built by Isa Beg have
not survived to the present day.

Mosque of Isa Beg
Gazi İsa Beg Mosque was built by Isa Beg in the second half of the 15th century, near Bitpazar in Skopje.
The mosque was built upon the request of Isa Beg after he died. This mosque is one of the most
valuable Ottoman monuments in Macedonia. There is an Arabic inscription on the main door of the
mosque and it is written in translation: ,, This precious and holy imaret was built, for the reign of son
,, Skopski İsakovi i Pasagit beg’’, Elezović Gliša, Glasnik Skopskog naučnog društva, p.159
İslam Ansiklopedisi, p. 475-476; ,,Isa Beg Ishaković i njegovo vrijeme'', Zbornik radova, Isa Beg Ishaković
udruženje za zaštitu kulturne baštine u Bosni i Hercegovini, Sarajevo 2018, p.11-20 , p.29-30
3
,,İslam Ansiklopedisi’’ volume 42 TÜTÜN-VEHERAN, Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı, İstanbul 2012, p.377-378;
,,Üsküp’te Türk Mimarisi, XIV.-XIX.y.y.’’ Mustafa Özer, Ankara, 2008, p.17-20
1
2
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of Sultan Murad Han, during the reign of Sultan Mehmed Han, Gazi Isa Beg, the son of the deceased
majestic mujahid Hacı Ishak Bey, have ordered it to gain the consent of Allah. Built in eight hundred
and eighty. (1475/6)’’
There are two consecutive domes of the same size on the prayer section, and there are two cells from
the central part of the mosque. When we look at the architectural plan of the mosque, it is understood
that the mosque belongs to the ‘inverse T plan’ group of mosques. The cells passing through the
middle of the mosque are covered with boat vaults. 4
Isa Bey Hanikahi (Dervish lodge)
Isa Beg’s dervish lodge was established before 1469, at the same time with it, Isa Beg’s madrasah was
also built. Isa Bey Hanikahı belonged to the Naqshbandi Order and was located inside the Isa Beg
Mosque. 5 During the Era of the Ottomans it was used that some parts of ‘inverse T plan’ mosques be
used as a tekke, what we can see as an example here in Isa Beg’s dervish lodge. Since 1915, the lodge
has been moved to the place where the library of the mosque is located. 6

Kapan Han
This han is located in the most crowded place at Bazaar of Skopje. It was built by Isa Beg in the 15th
century. In the Tahrir notebook, the name of Kapan Han is written as a Isa Beg’s Caravanserai. Next to
the han Isa Beg also built the shops, and this complex of han and shops continued the construction of
the Skopje Bazaar. At the same time, caravanserai and shops were built as assets whose profits would
be used for the future needs of other buildings that were built by Isa Beg in Skopje. This aim is
specifically emphasized by the construction of the madrasah, dervishes lodge and han of Isa Beg in the
same year in 1469. The Kapan Han was used as an han that provides accommodation services to
traders, passengers and caravans. 7
Cifte Hamam
Isa Beg’s Hamam or as the name used by the public, Cifte Hamam is located in Skopje Bazaar. It was
built by Isa Beg in the middle of the 15th century. It was devoted and built to meet the needs of other
buildings that were built by Isa Beg in Skopje. When we look at the architectural plan of the bath, it is
understood that the bath belongs to the group of double baths. The men's and women's sections are
not next to each other, but it is most likely that on architectural plan like this affected location of the
bath, it is located at the narrow section of bazaar. 8
Waterways
In the tahrir books from 1453/4 it is written that Isa Beg built waterways in Skopje. There is also written
that Isa Beg opened his own waterway and dedicated the madrasah with his own money, and it is
reported that there are statements about this given by Sultan Mehmed II. 9

,,Üsküp’te Osmanlı Mimari Eserleri’’, Lidiya Kumbaracı-Bogoyeviç, İstanbul, 2008, p.91-92
,,Üsküp’te Osmanlı Mimari Eserleri’’, p.242
6
,,Üsküp’te Osmanlı Mimari Eserleri’’, p.242
7
,,Üsküp’te Osmanlı Mimari Eserleri’’, p.278
8
,,Üsküp’te Osmanlı Mimari Eserleri’’, p.316
9
,,Üsküp’te Osmanlı Mimari Eserleri’’, p.372
4
5
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The Foundations of Isa Beg in Novi Pazar

After the Battle of Kosovo in 1389 the Ottomans continued to conquer the interior of Serbia. When
the city of Novi Pazar, that is located between Kosovo and Bosnia, was conquered, the Ottomans
actually conquered an intersection point and a point that would later lead them to the conquest of
Bosnia. After Novi Pazar became a part of the Ottoman Empire, the Ottomans started to call it ‘the
Gate of Bosnia’. The founder of the city of Novi Pazar is Isa Beg. Before setting up the city of Novi
Pazar, there was a settlement near it the Eski Bazar which was also called Pazar. Since the city has a
special place in terms of geography, it was always an important intersection point in the Balkans in
terms of commercial settlement even before the establishment of the city of Novi Pazar. The caravans
from Constantinople, from Thessaloniki to Dubrovnik were always passing through this place and on
the continuation of this commercial route, they went over Sarajevo and were reaching Dubrovnik. The
name of this road was called the Dubrovnik road, and later during the era of the Ottomans by people
of Dubrovnik it was called as ‘Via di Nouo Pasaro’. Since the location of the old Pazar was no longer
suitable, Isa Beg decided to establish a new city close to him. Before the establishing of the new city
in its place existed two neighborhoods. Upon the order of Isa Beg, in the middle of the newly
established city, the mosque and imaret were built close to each other. Close to the mosque Isa Beg
built a Turkish bath and bazaar and by building them he succeeded to establish one community center
in this area. Isa Beg also built wooden fortresses of Novi Pazar and mills close to this center. The city
of Novi Pazar as the name was the first time documented in Dubrovnik’s documents from 1461. 10

Isa Beg’s Mosque
Since the mosque was built in the 15th century, its plan is was the same as the plan of the mosques
that the Ottomans used to built-in the Balkans at that time. The mosque's place of worship had a
square shape, the mihrab wall was facing southeast and place of worship was covered with a single
dome. Next to the mosque was located also an imaret. Since the mosque was in really bad conditions
in 1936, the foundation committee decided to demolish it and today on its place is located the Faculty
of Islamic Sciences. 11
Hamam of Isa Beg
Hamam of Isa Beg is one of the most representatives’ examples of Islamic architecture in the Balkans.
The original shape of this hamam stayed the same since the Ottoman era till nowadays, and it is the
oldest building from the Ottoman period in Novi Pazar. This bath belongs to the group of the double
Turkish bath and it is the oldest of these types of baths we know today in the Balkan lands. On the
east side of the bath is located the bazaar of Isa Beg. Since it is located close to the Isa Beg bazaar,
during the Ottoman period this Hamam was an important community point in Novi Pazar, it took a
place among the writings of many travelers at this time. The work of the bath ended at the beginning

,,Islamski spomenici Novog Pazara’’, Dragica Aleksić-Premović, Muzej ‘Ras’, Novi Pazar, 2013, p.5-11; ,,Isa
Beg Ishaković i njegovo vrijeme'', p.17-19
11
Dragica Aleksić-Premović, p.47
10
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of the 20th century. It was restored in the 1960s and has been destroyed ever since. Today, in the
summer, the dressing sections of the bath is used as a coffee shop. 12

The Fortress of Novi Pazar
In the location where this fortress is located, Isa Beg first built a wooden fortress. With the Ottoman
conquest of Novi Pazar and continuing its progress in the Balkans immediately afterward, the feature
of Novi Pazar as a military strategic city has been eliminated. In this way, the city and its vicinity
remained far from the battlefields and the raids of foreign military forces. The castle was built of stone
at the end of the 16th century and was later reinforced with the addition of various structures made
of stone in the 17th and 18th centuries. 13

The Old Bazaar
Since the location of Novi Pazar is commercially important, Isa Bey built a total of 56 shops, including
his own foundation, which would help the development of trade during the establishment of the city.
The Raska River in Novi Pazar divides the city into two, dividing it right in the middle. Isa Bey's mosque
was located on the right side of the river and there were also imaret and caravanserai, while Isa Beg's
hamam and fortress are located on the left side of the river and among them is the Old Bazaar located.
Most of the shops he built were on the right side of the city and the other on the left. Nowadays most
of the shops left from this old bazaar are located on the left edge of the Raska river, some shops have
remained original from that period, but most of them have been demolished or rebuilt. 14

The foundations of Isa Beg in Sarajevo

After the Ottomans conquered Sarajevo, they have now conquered one of the most central points in
the Balkans. Sarajevo has started to develop very rapidly as the center of a province. The first
sancakbeg of the Bosnian sanjak was Mehmed Beg Minetovic and the second was Isa Beg Ishakovic.
Before Isa Beg officially established the city of Sarajevo, he built a mosque in Sarajevo in 1457 and
later he gave the mosque as a gift to Fatih Sultan Mehmet. The mosque is not writtenly included in
the foundation of Isa Beg, but it is known that he built it from various sources. Today, the mosque's
name is referred to as the "Hünkar Mosque" (Bosnian translated Careva dzamija) what actually means
The Sultan’s Mosque. Although this mosque is not included in the foundation of Isabeg this mosque is
a prove that Isa Beg even before establishing of this city, had a vision and image of one city that he
will soon establish. The oldest neighborhood in Sarajevo developed around this mosque. In 1462, Isa
Bey established Sarajevo. He built a palace and a hamam next to the mosque, giving the city as much
importance as it was possible. The palace and hamam are included in his foundation. On the other
bank of the Miljacka river in Sarajevo, almost on the same axis from the mosque, inside of the Bazaar,
Isa Beg built 'multi-shop' Isa Beg Han, or how it is named today Kolobara Han. On this axis between
mosque and han, a bridge was built by Isa Beg on the river, and it led as much direction as possible to

Dragica Aleksić-Premović, p.21-27
,,Isa Beg Ishaković i njegovo vrijeme'', p.18; Dragica Aleksić-Premović, p.36
14
Dragica Aleksić-Premović, p.119-126
12
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develop the structures included in its foundation. With the construction of these structures, favorable
conditions were provided for both settlement and trade in the city of Sarajevo.
In a village close to Sarajevo at that time, a dervish-lodge was also built and it is one of the oldest
building that is included in the foundation of Isa Beg. 9 mills were built under a roof close to the lodge.
Although these mills do not exist today, this street is called the 'nadmlini avenue' what means avenue
above mills. 15
Hünkar Mosque (Bosnian trans. Careva dzamija)
Isa Beg built this mosque in 862/3 Hijri calendar (Gregorian 1457) even before founding the city of
Sarajevo. The mosque is not included in the foundation of Isa Beg. 16 Isa Beg’s mosque was first built
from wood. When Fatih Sultan Mehmet came here in 866, he liked the mosque very much, and Isa
Beg presented this mosque as a gift to the sultan, and after that mosque started to be called the
Hünkar mosque. 17 The mosque was burned between 1554-1556 and it was built as a domed mosque
in 1556/7. Since it was rebuilt and there were added some additional structures, it did not reach till
nowadays with its original plan.
In 1462, Isa Beg's guesthouse and dervishes lodge were built in Sarajevo. The structure was built in
the form of a complex, consisting of three houses, a barn, and a courtyard. In the foundation of Isa
Bey, it is not specified to which order the lodge belongs to. The main purpose of the building was to
provide accommodation for guests. Due to the flooding from the Miljacka river in 1860, the lodge was
severely damaged and the Austrian provision banned this guesthouse since 1878. Isa Beg's Guest
House, which existed between 1462-1878, is the first and oldest guest house in Bosnia Herzegovina.
9 mills were built next to the tekke. 18
The foundation established by Isa Beg in the Balkans and the structures built within this foundation
also exist outside these three cities. I chose to describe the structures in these three cities that were
included in his foundation because I think that they reflect both the development of the Ottomans in
the Balkans and the success of Isa Beg. Unfortunately, I could not find detailed information about each
building of the buildings built by Isa Beg in these three cities, for example, the madrasah in Skopje or
the hamam and palace in Sarajevo can be given as examples to these structures that did not reach
today. In the sources from which, I have worked I could not get any further details about them except
mentioning their names and mentioning that they have existed beforehand.

Dr. Behija Zlatar, p.29-31; ,,Isa Beg Ishaković i njegovo vrijeme'' p.38-42
Dr. Behija Zlatar, p.30
17
,,Avrupa’da Osmanlı Mimari Eserleri, Yugoslavya’’ II.cilt, 3.kitap, Dr Ekrem Hakkı Ayverdi, İstanbul Fetih
Cemiyeti, İstanbul, 1981, p.361
18
,,Musafirhana i tekija Isabega Isakovića u Sarajevu’’, Mehmed Mujezinović
15
16
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Abstract: Graphic Design is a central element in the cultural and experience economy, which is one of
the major economic growth areas in the world. If continued growth and the affluence of the welfare
society are to be sustained, we need to show strength within future growth areas. In the future,
transition countries will increasingly need to compete on knowledge, development and innovation.
This is where graphic design as a visual identity plays a central role.
Graphic Design is a very wide concept, which is why reservations should be stated as to the overall
feasibility of quantifying the effect of graphic design. It should additionally be presupposed that the
definition of graphic design will vary among communication specialists, including such factors as which
employees can be considered graphic design professionals and which business partners can be
considered professional graphic design firms.
The aim has been to clarify whether claims of the economic benefit of hiring graphic designers – often
based on case stories – can be substantiated by hard facts. Graphic design is often regarded as a soft
parameter – on par with human resources and marketing – which is difficult to quantify since its
mechanism cannot be defined in isolated terms. Therefore, this article argues that we are in a
transition from an economy of scale to an economy of choice. It presents the historical context of how
graphic design relates to the economy of scale, and why underlying forces of that economy reduced
the relevance of user experience and focused graphic design practice on appearance.
The main focus of the survey was to examine closely:
• The macroeconomic benefit of graphic design and his visual power.
• A possible method by which to measure the benefit of investments in graphic design and graphic
design promotion.
Keywords: Graphic Design, Economy, Visual power, Identity, Strategy, Communication
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Importance of graphic design in contemporary time
In recent years, the realm of design has expanded rapidly into new areas. The social and humanitarian
benefits of design paved the way towards a new kind of practice shaped around socially responsible
behavior. This new perspective on design gave more responsibilities to designers who play an
important role as the new agents of change. Designers today seek to create something new for the
world by using creativity and strategic design thinking whilst demonstrating their ability for social
awareness.
Design has always played an important role around society and the individual as it affects cultural
identity, social structures, economies, cultural development and environments. It touches many
individuals on a daily basis and encompasses a variety of disciplines, from architecture, to
communication, engineering, products, computer-related technology and even contemporary studies
in anthropology and ethnography. Graphic Design is a central element in the cultural and experience
economy, which is one of the major economic growth areas in the world. If continued growth and the
affluence of the welfare society are to be sustained, we need to show strength within future growth
areas. In the future, transition countries will increasingly need to compete on knowledge,
development and innovation. This is where graphic design as a visual identity plays a central role.
Good graphic design renders products and services a combination of functionality, user friendliness
and visual choice of material.
Victor Papanek wrote in Design for the Real World that "All design must fill a human need [... it] is
basic to all human activities. The planning and patterning of any act towards a desired, foreseeable
end constitutes a design process. Any attempt to separate design to make it a thing by itself works
counter to the inherent value of design as the primary underlying matrix of life." 1
Since the industrial revolution, design has taken a primary role in modern societies. It attempts to
shape a better life for people and humanize information and technology. Everything we use and
experience today from a newspaper, a cup, a car, a map, a computer, a medical device, a chair, a street
sign, or a shelter has been conceived by a designer, whilst historically and politically, designers have
worked on the promotion of tolerance and respect, sustainability issues, ideology, beliefs, propaganda
and national identity amongst others.
In recent years, design has become an international phenomenon affecting an increasing number of
countries from the developing world and designers play a major role in the process of cultural and
sustainable development. India, China, South Africa and Brazil are successful examples of places where
design is believed to be an effective methodology and tool for socio-cultural improvement.
"It is very important for any nation to understand the larger agenda of the work of designers. By
working with designers, a nation invests in the growing ability to change, to work on innovation, on
creativity. Enabling change and enabling creativity is perhaps the most important challenge that we
are faced with.
When we are considering relationship between graphic design and economy actually we are dealing
and concentrating more specifically on the promotion of graphic design for development and
researched about its application in the fields of general education, public health, environment, public
information, and social responsibility by emphasizing on cultural diversity, contemporary practices
1

Victor Papanek, "Design for the Real World", Pantheon Books, 1971-1973, p. 257, 288.
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and the empowerment of future generations of designers. Design is a creative methodology that has
the ability to support transition countries in successful development, which is defined as being "a
tradition specific to each culture combined with the most modern economic, scientific and
technological resources." 2
Many graphic designers are today involved with both social and cultural responsibilities in a world that
is more globalized than ever. Following are a few examples on how they propose solutions to global
challenges and choose to cooperate in an international context.

Macedonia - Graphic design and promotion of Macedonia in tourism and economic
investments
The importance of tourism in Macedonia is part of the ancient curiosity and the desire and activities
of man to realize the world around him, has a very rapid development trend both in the world and in
Macedonia. Tourism provides people with the opportunity to take advantage of free time in rooms
that, with their natural and social characteristics, are the basis for new attractive experiences and
relaxation. Tourism as a trading industry is an important challenge for the economic development of
countries.
Tourism helps boost economic growth and development of the country, attract new investments,
create new jobs and improve living standards. Tourism also helps promote local industry and trade,
promote cultural values and natural resources, protect cultural heritage, and the like. Internet and
electronic social networks have an important impact on tourism with on-line offerings of many
products and services.
The Internet is the main source of information at a time when competition in the tourism market is
huge. If travel agencies and the tourism sector want to be successful and strive for continuous
development in their business, they must adapt to these changes. This is particularly true for online
tourist offers because potential tourists and travelers have a greater need for information about the
tourist destinations they want to visit.
Macedonia has potential for many types of tourism, but there is a great interest in cultural, religious,
active and rural tourism, then interest in our food, our wine cellar, as well as interest in visiting our
largest natural lakes Ohrid, Prespa and Dojran Lake. Recently, the need for development of active
tourism, alternative and adventurous tourism has been emphasized, and in Macedonia there are
excellent conditions - beautiful and steep mountains, ski resorts, peaceful and fast rivers, wide plains
...
Macedonian tourism has grown in the last ten years and has risen by about 140%. Tourism has
promoted the country as an interesting tourist destination in the Balkans and has sparked interest in
visiting a visitor from several countries of the world.
The number of tourists in Macedonia is increasing every year. The average growth of tourists per year
is 15%, but only in April 2018. in comparison with the same period last year increased by 21.4%.
Domestic tourists increased by 10.8% and foreign tourists by 23%.

2

Jorge Perez de Cuellar, "Our Creative Diversity", Introduction, the World Decade for Cultural Development 1988-1997.
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These data show that the Republic of Macedonia has established a new approach to tourism activities,
with the aim of maximizing its contribution to overall economic development. This is nothing more
than using the concept of economic planning and profiling a competitive tourism product.

To this date, people from around the world so universally understand very few visual symbols. This
graphic advertisement demonstrates the power of graphic design in its ability to attract people
through graphic images by rendering complex ideals into one visual symbol.
Over the past 20 years, after dissolution of former Yugoslavia graphic designers have worked to
promote Macedonia values by creating posters, book covers, or corporate identity. Although
collaborations between graphic designers and Macedonian agencies have been relatively inconsistent,
graphic design started contributing very positively towards Macedonian government goals since the
start of the independence.
Here are a few selected examples to follow:
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Serbia - Designing the Identity of a European State

Prime task of graphic designers in Serbia at the beginning was a promotion of European values and
finding to way to be new state in family of Europe. Above illustrations are public campaign organized
by Government of Serbia and by many NGO organizations. Serbia’s re-branding focuses on uniting the
disparate characteristics of the country: their centuries old history with newly gained independence
and their geographical position with monumental political presence.
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As well, Serbia Flag’ provides a summary of the process that lead to adoption of the Serbia visual
identity. Select disqualified entry proposals from the formation of the Serbia state emblem and flag
are discussed. The new design was searching for elements of old traditional emblems and European
emblems and colors, which remain popular with Serbia’s youth majority. Because of importance of
issue were made personal interviews with many authors from relevant design houses that participated
in the process of developing Serbia’s new visual identity.
Investments through graphic design
Experts of economic developments consider the investments of the Government of Serbia as very
important for the country. In this way Serbian Government should to come up with concrete projects
and invest in the sustainable projects. This will reduce unemployment and poverty. Government in
this way would not expect money, but new jobs would be created and the economy of the country
would be developed.
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Through this graphics are calling all foreign companies from abroad and who have capital, to come
and invest it in Serbia. Also is sending massage that their investments will be safe, because domestic
laws and other international mechanisms guarantee this. Serbia is the safest place to live in and to
invest in Western Balkans.
Serbia continues to be the country with the high unemployment in Western Balkans despite migration
of peoples. International reports indicate that there’s a tendency of improvement of doing business
conditions in Serbia, but the fragility of the justice system and the inadequate fight against crime and
corruption are the main obstacles for the economic perspective.
Bosna and Herzegovina - The cultural value of graphic design
There is a cultural dimension to graphic design that is affected by traditions, multiculturalism,
ethnicity, diversity, language, gender, beliefs, value systems and a certain ability to "transform the
visual heritage of places and peoples into contemporary commercial currency and cultural
expression. 3
In order to be socially credible, design must mean something in the cultural context where it
originates. In the case of Bosnia and Hercegovina, it is a powerful method to promote cultural identity
and therefore it is important for local people to develop the design skills that will allow them to
communicate about their own culture and develop a visual identity inspired by both a deep sense of
tradition and contemporary life. Graphic design is compatible with all traditional cultures and can be
adapted in different socio-cultural contexts. Cultural understanding plays a particularly important role
in the exercise of place branding.
Following are a few examples amongst many others that show how graphic design can affect these
values of Bosnia and Hercegovina. Few generations of graphic designers are aware of their ability to
emphasize on deeper cultural meanings and develop their capacity in strengthening mutual
understanding amongst people and nations.
Branding Bosnia and Hercegovina
Place branding, in this case Bosna and Hercegovina, is a useful way to help governments understand
the value and complexity of external reputation and internal cohesion (...) the strategic pillars of
nation branding are: connecting policy, culture, people, products and tourism in a joint strategy, a

3

Emily Campbell, Design and Architecture newsletter 2006, British Council
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coherent approach to short, medium and long-term planning (...) honesty, transparency and inclusion,
clarity of vision, and lastly, courage.” 4 Graphic design played a crucial role in the re-branding of Bosnia
and Hercegovina, as it modernized Bosnia and Herzegovina iconography and culturally symbolic
images and transformed them into effective communication campaigns.

Promotion of tourism

The different graphics Network promotes indigenous design as living culture, looks at its relationship
to national identity and its role as visual culture within contemporary society. The creativity reflected
in the graphic posters from Sarajevo, capital of the State, introduced a new perspective on Bosnia and
Hercegovina as a creative nation. By focusing on design, artistic goal is to gradually change people's
perception and establish itself as a genuinely creative environment.

4

Wally Olins, "Brand the Beloved Country", Design Indaba Magazine, 2nd Quarter 2006
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Graphic design from Bosnia search for the origins of Bosnian writing systems and typography inherent
to domestic culture.
These are a few examples above amongst many others that show how graphic design can impact the
world. The next generations of graphic designers need to be aware of their ability to emphasize on
deeper cultural meanings and develop their capacity in strengthening mutual understanding amongst
people and nations.

Conclusion
In recent years, design has become an international phenomenon affecting an increasing number of
countries from the developing world and designers play a major role in the process of cultural and
sustainable development. Macedonia, Serbia, Kosovo and Bosnia and Hercegovina are successful
examples of places where design is believed to be an effective methodology and tool for socio-cultural
improvement.
When we are considering relationship between graphic design and economy actually we are dealing
and concentrating more specifically on the promotion of graphic design for development and
researched about its application in the fields of general education, public health, environment, public
information, and social responsibility by emphasizing on cultural diversity, contemporary practices
and the empowerment of future generations of designers. Many graphic designers are today involved
with both social and cultural responsibilities in a world that is more globalized than ever.
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Abstract

Considering that theatrical activity is a process of communication, it is also expected to be a collective
one. At some point, in Macedonian theatre, rare but not that unusual, in recent years is a process of
staging a play that is a combination of collectivity in acting versus minimal, symbolic and practical
visual setting – both stage and costume. One can find excellent and distinctive examples in which in
addition to collectivity as a way of displaying, the display of their visual image - costume design and
scenery – is also specific.

Recognizing the theatre as an expressive tool and a weapon that can achieve a goal, one can see
authentic, conscious, maximally engaged theatre. Supported and complemented by dynamic and
often explosive sounds, murmurs, rhythms and direct and visible musical accompaniment on stage by
a group of musicians.

Keywords: theater, minimalism, design, costumes, scenography
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Starting from the semiology of the theatre as a method of analyzing text and/or play, theatre play is a
process of creating particular act of the text by director, actors and designers and staging in place and
time with the final aim – performing in front of the audience. It can also be defined as a “complex of
signs that are not autonomous but interconnected”, that is, “a combination of visual, audible and
linguistic (phonetic) signs whose sum is both object and text (i.e. an object whose materiality and
functionality can be analyzed, and text whose structures and rhetorical components can be
recognized)”. (Ibersfeld, 1996:) Considering that theatrical activity is a process of communication, it
is also expected to be a collective one. At some point, in Macedonian theatre, rare but not that
unusual, in recent years is a process of staging a play that is a combination of collectivity in acting
versus minimal, symbolic and practical visual setting – both stage and costume. One can find excellent
and distinctive examples in which in addition to collectivity as a way of displaying, the display of their
visual image - costume design and scenery – is also specific.
One of the first examples is Antigone in Technoland (1999) by Bulgarian and European director Galin
Stoev, set at NI Macedonian National Theater – Skopje. The specificity of the play results from the coproduction initiative itself (MNT - Skopje, Berlin Theatre Festival and Theorem Foundation, Avignon,
France), the actor’s selection through audition (for the first time in the history of the Macedonian
theatre) and the ultra-modern approach to a classic work – in the director`s words: a classic text with
a desire not to be a museum exhibit, but rather a story from here and now. The play focuses not on
the codes of history, but on the codes of human nature and how much the human has not changed
over the centuries, but only the technical possibilities. Actors dressed in simple dervish-style
costumes/mantles, in a box-shaped stage set on the small ambient stage of the national theatre,
spring from one another, complementing each other. But they are asynchronous, they talk at the same
time, all of them babble, but no one listens to anyone. They are together, but alienated. They speak
and move accordingly to the way they think and perceives the world, based on a certain rhythm with
a somewhat lack of idea and ideology. A story of the inability to hear and understand the other's point
of view in a world conditionally called Technoland, which not encompasses just techno as music, but
all kinds of noise - on the television, the street traffic, the noise of tanks, the street beggars. It is an
attempt to bring the individual back into a group, following the principles of ancient choirs and the
principles of common movement, speech and breathing - in fact how they can be one: a collective
soul. Searching for the spiritual through the words and acting, stage design is aiming to show the same
spiritual through natural materials (raw cotton costumes) and minimalistic stage (5 m cube). Using this
method designer Bjanka Adzik Ursulov (Slovenia) and the director break the frame or illusion of what
the theatre should be and create happening in which is order in the chaos with the elements of
minimalism and natural design.
Ten years after Antigone in Technoland, the new generation still bears the same burden - losing the
will to fight, to create, to express one's own truth. The struggle for free expression, and thus the
freedom of the whole society. The plays Drums in the Night (2008) and Caucasian Chalk Circle (2010),
both directed by Martin Kochovski and written by Bertolt Brecht, production of National theatre
“Vojdan Chernodrinski” – Prilep, deal with this concept. In both texts, Kochovski finds a parallel to the
situation in the region by building them across three intersecting directions: indifference to personal
freedom, love semantics and theatre anthropology. Bertolt Brecht seeks new theatrical forms that
should stimulate the viewer to think and act. In this sense, Martin Kochovski also composes and
orchestrates particularly strong, dynamic stage settings which contain everything. There is stage
machinery, through group fusion, complete attitude, glamorous mise-en-scène, colorful elements and
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different genres to theatrical/stage magic. Without particularly pronounced illusionism, a rhythmic
mise-en-scène precision is applied, which attracts the attention in every moment. It is anarchy
dominated by a perfectly functional and organized chaos. Based on Brecht`s text/s, an absolutely
authentic, powerful, time-adapted theatre has been created, in which the scenery is no less functional.
As part of that whole, which can only be defined as a collective, scenery becomes active and sequential
"actor". The moving stage machine is a segment by itself, but at the same time it especially
correlates/partners with the actors! Recognizing the theatre as an expressive tool and a weapon that
can achieve a goal, one can see authentic, conscious, maximally engaged theatre. Supported and
complemented by dynamic and often explosive sounds, murmurs, rhythms and direct and visible
musical accompaniment on stage by a group of musicians.
Extraordinary example where the actor, the costume, props and the music are living matter directly
set on stage - visible, audible and accessible to the audience are Lerin, Fields of Wheat, Hills of Blood
(2016) and Thessaloniki, a ghost town (2015), both production of Theatre of Cvetko the Navigator,
Kino Kultura, Skopje. In first play actors, sitting on single scenery element - long table, “play” and
control the stage light with table lamps. With quite simply with minimal costume accessories (hat,
scarf, waistcoat etc) and props (glasses, book, box etc) and in certain situations with a partial change
of voice transform themselves into another character. When a play is conceived and staged in such a
way, the absolute engagement and narrative of the story by the actors gives the play its full meaning.
Costumes, props, light and simple set design become elements of emission of power of transformation
and vital acting energy in order to involve/empower the audience with its complex theme (events of
the Greek civil war and the position of the Macedonian population). In extremely minimalistic
conditions (without pompous scenery, technically perfect light or impeccable sound), the play is
performed in the space of the cultural institution Kino Kultura - former cinema space without a builtin stage, relatively new space in Skopje, Macedonia. Lerin, Fields of Wheat, Hills of Blood and
Thessaloniki, a ghost town, based on the book by the world-renowned historian Mark Mazower are
both produced by the same team - director, playwright, costume designer, songwriter and cast. If
Lerin, Fields of Wheat, Hills of Blood represents a fragmentary drama based on testimonies and
relationships, Thessaloniki, a ghost town theatrically inspects and documents the important events in
Balkan history over 5 centuries through exciting events and people's destinies. The play premiere and
the first reprises were performed at the Holocaust Museum in Skopje, given that the play focuses on
the events prior to the deportation of the Thessaloniki Jews. The play is completely packed, perfectly
organized, minimalistic – empty stage with audience sitting around on chairs in the same level, actors
dressed in black suits, white shirts, black tie and white sneakers, backed up by a composer who is
constantly with them on the stage. In regards to thought and content both plays narrate about a time
in the past, that reflects today, but also about an understanding of social processes and situations.
These plays directed by Slobodan Unkovski represent spaces in which you are forced to face life and
fears, questions and answers, porosity and time. Whether it is about the time that elapsed and left
traces then and/or today or the question of time and its course. If the previous two plays are a stage
trip through the past, Einstein`s dreams (2015, same director), is a journey through Albert Einstein`s
world of dreams, playfulness and visions related to the theory of relativity. They draw a performative,
visual and sound construction that, through the rhythm and symbol of time - an empty stage space
backgrounded only by large digital clock that displays both real time and time in a different course indicates that the play is a reflection of an incorrect, but with its own rules, rhythm of time. It is a time
with its own directions back and forth, as a symbol of the brutal current social mechanisms. The scene
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takes on simplicity in appearance - a world of darkness in function of the recognizable span of the
present, containing a yellow digital clock as an element of joyfulness and a wide range of gray
costumes. In one breath and trough a common, coordinated scene motion the actors shape and draw
a strong performance in which time is present but relatively, reality is unobstructed and paradoxical,
man is moving forward moving backwards. These are symbolic visions that express the emotions that
come out of the dynamics of the play, functional and governed by its own rules.
The theatre`s responsibility to communicate and comment on sociopolitical and historical reality
through emotional and intellectual values is also shown in another play produced by “Theater of
Cvetko the Navigator”- Antigone and Creon (2016, directed by Nela Vitoshevik). If Antigone was in
Tehnoland 17 years ago, this Antigone tends to something else. The classic wrapped in modern time
that began with Antigone in Tehnoland, this Antigone and Creon is wrapped in a new, different but
again modern garment. It is a play that captivates with innovative concept and strong actor
performance. It starts with six actors on the stage giving an introduction to the story, transforming
themselves later into two unique characters played each by three actors/actresses. The play is set in
today`s time. Antigone and Creon are a character study and character exploration that creates a map
where the different interpretations of the legend`s truth, three Antigones and three Creons at
different times and different circumstances. There are no defined time and space frames, but all
possibilities are synchronized and the complexity of the current interpretation of what is a theater is
shown through only two characters. Deep through the common actor performance, empty space with
only large ottoman and the white powder as a symbol that at the very end of the play can be find all
over the scene, the modernity with indirect and redefined references is rooted. Based on minimal
scenery and costume design, pure acting and dialogue as a polemic with a certain gradation of
emotions, the play is a communication in which love and struggle are a continuous state of affairs.
Antigone and Creon are a theater in every sense: it reflects today`s world, every word and effect is
realized, the system works in contact with the audience.
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